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Abstract 

In this work,processing factors that influence the epitaxial growth ofLaAlOs on 

cubic-textured nickel substrates via sol-gel route are investigated using a Taguchi LI2 

experimental design Through experimental data collected on omegaFWHM,phi 

FWHM,and composition oforientations,a set ofmodels was generated to characterize 

the epitaxial growth response to the processing factors consisting ofthermal processing 

time,temperature,atmosphere,nickel surface roughness,degree ofprecursor hydrolysis. 

withdrawal rate,and precursor solution concentration The processing conditions are then 

identified that would produce the greatest degree ofepitaxial growth as defined through a 

nondimensional term 

Also,this work explores the manufacturing aspectsofthe sol-gel based film 

coating scheme through a preliminary costing study.Production objectives were assigned 

to be directly comparable to similar cost studies carried outfor other processes such as 

evaporative electron beam,pulsed laser deposition,and metal organic chemical vapor 

deposition. Also,the final product cost was compared to an industrial goal and sensitivity 

ofassumptions made within the study are examined in regards to meeting the goal. 
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CHAPTER1 

INTRODUCTION 

Superconductivity: Overview 

Whatis superconductivity and superconductors? Theterm superconductivity 

generally is used to refer to the state ofa material,which allows the complete conduction 

ofelectricity without resistance loses.Superconductors are also identified by their 

additional ability to repel magnetic fields away. A common demonstration of 

superconductivity is to allow a bar magnetto levitate over a chilled slab of 

superconducting material. 

H.L Onnesreported the first superconducting material,Mercury,in 1911.In 

subsequent decades,researchers discovered other numerous superconductors.However, 

three major parameters;cntical temperature(Tc),current density(Jc),and critical 

opposing magnetic field strength(He)limited all ofthese superconductors.Above critical 

values, electneal resistances reappeared and superconductors no longer were “super”. 

For mostofsuperconductivity’s history,weak current carrying capacities and expensive 

refi-igeration systems hampered the developmentofpractical uses for superconductivity 

(Sheahen,1994). Therefore,superconductivity wasthoughtofas a mature or closed 

science and little in the way ofindustrialization ofthe technology occurred(Sheahen, 

1994). 

However,in 1986,Bednorzand Muller inIBM’sZurich Research Lab developed 

a new breed ofsuperconductors.This next generation ofsuperconductors were coined the 
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name high temperature superconduetor(HTSC).HTSCs were capable ofbeing run at 

temperature above77K that allowed the use ofless expensive liquid nitrogen cooling 

systems.HTSCsalso performed better in the areas ofcurrent capacity and magnetic field 

resistance.HTSCs generated excitement fi-om their potential applications andfrom the 

fact thatthey were discovered as an experimental surprise in a scientific area once 

thoughtclosed(Sheahen,1994).Soon thereafter, a HTSCsuperconducting industry was 

bom in the midst ofan explosive race ofresearch into HTSCs 

Recently,the fruits ofthis emerging industry are beginning to take shape.In May 

1998,Waukesha Electric Systems announced the successftil testing ofa 1 Mega-Volt-

Ampere(MVA),HTSC prototype powertransfomier(Waukesha Electric Systems, 

1998).They also reported confirmation oftechnical feasibility and advantages of 

prototype scale-up to commercial size 30MVA transformers(Waukesha Electric 

Systems,1998). In August 1999,the Southwire Company installed three 30-meter length 

HTSC wires at several manufacturing plants and anticipates carrying live loads in early 

2000(Southwire,1999).Thisevent may mark the first successful implementation of 

HTSCcables in field service With market projections ofHTSC materials for 2020 

ranging from $30 billion(Southwire’s)to $122 billion(3M’s),the industry seems to be 

on the verge ofan explosive growth once proven processes and products are in place 

(Southwire,1999;3M,2000).Therefore,research into the industrialization ofcurrent and 

newly developing HTSCtechnologies are gaining importance. 
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The Challenges ofan Emerging Industry 

Necessary to the successful developmentofany industrial process is an 

understanding ofthe critical process factors.This understanding embodiesthe 

comprehension ofthe significance ofprocess factors in their individual and collective 

effect on product quality. This understanding allows engineers the ability to assess what 

tradeoffs are necessary to ensure the commercial as well as technical feasibility ofa 

process.The challenge for a continued growth ofthe HTSCindustry is to be able to 

effectively and to efficiently assess feasibility ofemerging processes.The frantic pace of 

research and developmentin the HTSCfield has created a wealth ofunique processes, 

which lends to this challenge. 

Objectives and Approach 

This thesis concentrateson the area ofHTSC wire fabricating technology. This 

thesis aimsto explore both the technical and the commercial aspects ofthe sol-gel route 

for coated conductor manufacturing.Some ofthe technical aspects were examined 

through multifactorial,bench scale experiments. This workfocused specifically on 

identifying the mostinfluential processing parameters and their effects on epitaxial 

gro\vth oflayers,which act as the foundations upon which the HTSClayers are 

subsequently grown. 

Commercial aspects were assessed through a preliminary life-cycle costing study. 

The sol-gel process schematic is shown as figure 1.1 on page 4.The goalofsuch an 
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industrial process would be to produce 18,000 kilometers ofthe superconductor each year 

for ten years These goals were developed onthe basis oflife cycle cost study work 

performed by Dr.James Chapman atthe University ofTennessee Space Institute(UTSI) 

on electron beam deposition(e-beam),pulsed laser deposition(PLD),and metal organic 

chemical vapor deposition(MOCVD)routes to superconductor manufacturing(Chapman 

1998,1999). 
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CHAPTER! 

BACKGROUNDANDLITERATUREREVIEW 

HTSC Wire Fabrication Techniques 

Early wire fabrication methods combined standard wiremaking techniques such as 

drawing,swaging,and extruding with modified heattreatmentfor HTSCs. HTSC 

powders were produced and then given wire shape and form by a variety ofmethods: 

congealing powders with a binder,powder packing in tubes to be extruded,and 

depositing HTSC powder on acore These methods also included a heat treatment step to 

produce the superconducting solid phase ofthe HTSC.Silver was often used astheform-

holder or binder in these processes because ofseveral key properties. First,ceramic 

HTSCs are naturally brittle and easy to fracture. Silver,onthe other hand,possesses 

greater fracture toughness,thus adding to the wire’s overall toughness as aform holder. 

Next,silver has good conductor properties,which provides a relatively low-resistance 

link between HTSC grains when used as binder Finally,silver does not interfere with 

oxygen stoichiometry ofHTSC during heattreatment(Sheahen,1994). Silver offers the 

fastest diffusion path for oxygen ofall metals and silver oxides breakdown at relatively 

low temperatures to avoid scavenging ofthe oxygen(Sheahen,1994). 

An example ofsuch a powder process would be a popular method used by a 

variety ofcompaniesincluding the American Superconductor and Intermagnetics 

General. This method is called power-in-tube(PIT).Figure 2.1,page 7,showsatypical 

PIT processfor the BSCCO(Bismuth Strontium Calcium Copper Oxide)HTSC.This 

method involved production ofHTSCsinto a powderform The powder material was 
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then packed inside hollow silver tubes.The tubes were drawn through an extruder into 

fine wire and then subsequently heat-treated to promote sintering. 

Modem fabrication methods center ontwo competing methods,IBAD(Ion Beam 

Assisted Deposition)and RABiTS(Rolling Assisted Biaxially Textured Substrate) 

IBAD was developed by Los Alamos National in 1995 IBAD uses an ion gun aligned at 

a specific angle to promote deposition ofoxide films in a preferred orientation.IBAD 

creates a template in this manner upon which HTSC matenals can be grown.In 1996, 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory developed the RABiTS RABiTS also involves the 

generation ofa template prior HTSC material deposition. However,RABiTS develops a 

template through the use ofmechanical rolling and the use ofthermaltreatmentto 

develop aligned,cubic-textured metal substrates.Both methods may also incorporate the 

deposition ofbuffer layers,or chemically inert layers,in-between the substrate and 

HTSC.Figure 2.2,page 9,illustrates an example HTSC wire architecture with the 

RABiTS scheme. 

The developmentofthese substrate technologies has offered afoundation upon 

which an outburstin different methodsfor the deposition and growth ofboth the HTSC 

and buffer layers. These methods vary for examplefrom physical deposition: sputtering 

(magnetron and ion beam),electron beam,and plasma spray,to chemical methods:metal 

organic vapor deposition,electrophoresis,spray pyrolysis,and sol-gel. Table 2.1,page 

10,shows a complete listing ofpublished schemesfor fabrication ofHTSCfilms and 

ivires. Ofparticular interestto this thesis is sol-gel techniques,a detailed explaination of 

this technique is presented later in this chapter. 
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Table 2.1 ListofPublished Schemesfor Fabncating HTSC Fabrication 

Physical Methods Chemical Methods 

Sputter Deposition Chemical Vapor Deposition(CVD) 

-Magnetron Sputtering -Metal Organic CVD(MOCVD) 

-Ion Beam Sputtering Sol-Gel 

Electron Beam Evaporation Metalorganic Decomposition(MOD) 

Flash Evaporization Electrodeposition 

Plasma Spray Aerosol/Spray Pyrolysis 

Molecular Beam Epitaxy Liquid Phase Epitaxy(LPE) 

Laser Ablation Powder Suspensions or Slurries related 

-Electrophoresis 

Adaptedfrom Lasrado,V.Bench Scale Evaluation ofSolution-Growth Based Techniques 

For Manufacturing HTS Wire/Tape.Master’s Thesis.Knoxville: University of 

Tennessee,December 1998. 
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The Nature ofSuperconductivity 

The nature ofsuperconductivity places a vital role in determining what are 

processing parameters used to produce an HTSC product. There a wide variety ofmodels 

available which attemptto describe the nature ofsuperconductivity in certain materials. 

For example,Bardeen,Cooper,and Schrieffer developed a Avidely accepted model 

(BCS),which is foundation for much ofthe contemporary theory aboutthe 

superconductivity phenomenon.Central to this and subsequent models are several key 

concepts. 

In conventional materials,electrons travel through a conductor individually.They 

collide with atoms and are scattered which dissipates energy.This energy loss to the 

surroundings is that associated with electrical resistance.In superconducting materials. 

electrons travel in pairs,called Cooper pairs. However,when pairs encounter atomsthey 

will not scatter because the probability ofboth electrons undergoing the same scattering 

eventis negligible.Instead,the Cooper pairs will split apart. There is afinite energy cost 

associated to this splitting. Thereby,Cooper pairs can continue through a network of 

lattices without generating electrical resistance until this energy cost is overcome and the 

pairs split. 

In practical superconducting materials,many different grains are present and 

grain boundaries persist everywhere.Currentflow is illustrated in figure 2.3,page 12. 

Grain boundaries are often referred to as weak links. Weak links are a barrier through 

which superconducting current musttunnel through.Strong weak links can effectively 

break up cooper pairs.The tunneling phenomenon is generally described in quantum 
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mechanicsterms utilizing the dual wave nature ofparticles.Butfor the sake ofbrevity 

and simplicity,this thesis will not describe this phenomenon,but only present waysin 

which weak links are being circumvented to increase current density. 

There are three approaches to improving current density in HTSCs(Sheahen, 

1994).The first approach is to have currentflow through grains in the mostfavorable 

direction.(Sheahen,1994).For YBCO,currentflows more easily in the a and b 

directions ofthe lattice than in the c direction(Sheahen,1994). Thereby,it is desirable to 

not have grains coupled together on the c-axis. This alignmentofthe grains can be 

accomplished with epitaxial thin film technologies like the previously mentioned 

RABiTS process.The second approach is to reduce the numberofweak links m the 

direction ofdesired currentflow(Sheahen,1994).In other words,one wantsto reduce 

the numberofgrain boundaries,impurities,and cracks in the current direction.Finally, 

the third approach is to decrease boundary thickness(Sheahen,1994). This is often 

accomplished by careful control ofthe processing conditions to reduce the numberof 

impurities and to manipulate grain size in the HTSC. 

As mentioned previously,magnetic fields also limitsuperconductive currentflow. 

This has importance for many applications including wire making.Tinkham performed 

experiments rotating c-axis aligned YBCO in the a-b plane(Tinkham,1988).Figure 2.4, 

page 14, shows how Jc falls offwith magnetic field orientation and strength. Typically 

with HTSC,when magnetic field is increased beyond a critical value(Hd),small circular 

regions ofmaterial no longer become superconducting and are referred to as being in a 

vortex state. The density ofvortex regions to superconducting regions is increased up to a 

second value(Hc2),where the entire material returns to a non-superconducting state. 
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Superconducting currentflows unimpeded in the sections surrounding a vortex region. 

However,the Lorentzforce ofnearby passing currentcan movethe penetrating magnetic 

flux lines which in-tum generates an effective resistance(Sheahen,1994). 

Magneticflux lines are pinned or stopped from moving by repulsion with other 

flux lines,byrunning into grain boundaries,and by running into impurities(Sheahen, 

1994). Generally,multiple flux lines can be frozen or pinned around one barrier site 

because ofnatural repulsion forces.However,flux movement was alsofound to be 

initiated bythermal energies.This is know as flux creep. Yeshuran and Malozemoff 

proposed that at a value(H,rr,which lies between Hd and Hc2and is afunction ofJc and 

temperature)flux pinning is no longer possible(Yeshuran&Malozemoff,1988).They 

coined the phrase“giantflux creep”forthis event. 

Together,magnetic field and crystal alignmentlimitations have a greatimpacton 

the properties ofHTSCs.Thereby,creating the need to use specially processed HTSC 

materialsfor each individual application.Numeroustradeoffs, will need to be assessed to 

meetsuch specification demands.Knowledge ofthese basic superconductivity concepts 

will help in this decision process. 

YBCO 

YBCO or Y]Ba2Cu307is the mostcommonly studied HTSC. The atomic lattice 

is presented in figure 2.5,page 16.As mentioned earlier,the superconducting current has 

greater density in the a-b directions(Sheahen,1994). This is attributed to the copper 

oxide planes running in the a-b directions(Sheahen,1994) Yttrium has been substituted 
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with various other rare earth elements,butthe Tc changes very little. Thus,Yttrium 

merely acts as a spacer and a charge carrier(Sheahen,1994). 

Formation ofepitaxial YBCOfrom solution or powder methodsinvolves a 

complicated time and temperature post-anneal program.Figure 2.6,page 18,is an 

example ofatime and temperature program developed bythe ORNL.Post anneals 

require special atmospheres ofO2to help regulate theformation ofYBCO with the 

correct oxygen stoichiometry to form the 1-2-3 phase.Common problems associated with 

processing are the additionalformation ofunwanted phases like barium cuprate and 2-1-1 

YBCO Continual changes in precursor solution chemistry are helping to eliminate the 

formation ofsome ofthese phases. Forinstance,ORNL is also developing an all-iodide 

approach,which avoids the formation ofBaCOs(ORNL Annual Report.1998) 

Current conduction under magnetic fields in YBCO generally fairs better than in 

other HTSCslike BSCCO(Bismuth Strontium Calcium Copper Oxide)(Sheahen,1994). 

Flux pinning in YBCO is commonly accomplished by oxygen vacancies in the lattice 

(Chudnovsky,1990).In addition,Kwok,at Argonne National Laboratory,demonstrated 

the intrinsic flux pinning properties ofYBCO’scopper oxide planes when magnetic 

fields were precisely aligned(Kwok,1991). However,a condition know as lattice flux 

melting occurs in YBCO when both the magnetic field and the current do not lie in the a-

b planes(Sheahen,1994).During lattice flux melting,vacancies or barriers are no longer 

able to pin multiple lines.In other words,the flux lines no longer are able to be frozen 

together in a trafficjam atthe pinning sites. This practically destroys the current carrying 

properties ofYBCO(Sheahen,1994). Lattice flux melting is afunction oftemperature 

and magnetic field strength. 
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Figure 2.6 Time and Temperature Program forthe Processing ofYBCO 

Note- This diagram also showsthe necessary changesin processing atmosphere 

Source:Lasrado,V.Bench Scale Evaluation ofSolution-Growth Based Techniques For 

Manufacturing HTS Wire/Tape.Master’s Thesis.Knoxville:University ofTennessee, 

December 1998. 
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RABiTS Nickel Substrates 

RABiTS nickel could be produced by the following steps. First,high purity nickel 

(>99.99%)is consecutively rolled in a series ofdeformations which total over90%. 

Then,the nickel is recrystalized by annealing attemperatures of 700“C or morefor 

several hours at oxygen pressures ofless than 10'^ torr. Annealing has beenfound to 

develop a sharp cubic texture in the Ni(ORNL Annual Report,1998).Figure 2.7,page 

20,showsthe sharpening ofNitextures with pole figures by annealing. Also of 

consequence,stable nickel oxide is formed at atemperature of700°C with an oxygen 

partial pressure greater than 10'*^torr(ORNL Aimual Report,1998).Consequently,a 

forming gas atmosphere(4%hydrogen in argon)is used because the hydrogen reacts 

with the oxygen atthe nickel’s surface to form water instead ofnickel oxide(ORNL 

Annual Report,1998). 

RABiTS Buffer Layers 

Buffer layers in the RABiTS scheme actto form chemical barrier betweenthe 

nickel backbone and the superconducting layer The criteria for determining buffer layer 

applicability has been addressed by M.Paranthaman ofORNL(Lasrado,1998).A good 

buffer layer should be:smooth and continuous,biaxially aligned,lowthermal expansion 

coefficient mismatch with substrate and HTSC,chemically stable up to 780°C in low 

partial pressures ofO2,and low lattice mismatch with HTSC(Lasrado,1998). 
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Figure 2.7Improvementm Texture with Reerystallization 

(a and b)(111)and(200)x-ray pole figures showing a eopper-type texture in99.99%Ni 

sheet after rolling to>90%reduetion.(c and d)(111)and(200)x-ray pole figures for the 

sheet after reerystallization at 1000°C for4hr showing the developmentofa strongsame

cube texture. 

Note:RD refers to rolling direction. 

Source- Simon,C.Experimental Study ofthe Effects ofAnnealing Time,Equilibrium 

Angle,and Absolute Misorientation Angleon Thermal Grain-Boundary Grooving in 

Cube-Textured Nickel Master’s Thesis.Knoxville:University ofTennessee,1999. 
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The mostcommonly used buffer layer architecture for RABiTS is thatof 

YSZ/Ce02/Ni JcS of3 MA/cm^have been reported by ORNL usingPLD(pulsed laser 

deposition)ofYBCO on this architecturefORNL Annual Report. 1998).Commonly used 

materials for buffer layers deposited by the sol-gel route are rare earth aluminates and 

gallates.For instance,lanthanum aluminate and neodymium aluminate have been 

successfully deposited epitaxially on textured Ni substrates atORNL(ORNL Annual 

Report. 1998).YBCO films ivith JcS of1 M A/cm^have been demonstrated on LaAlOs 

and NdAlOs buffered strontium titanate(SrTiOa),single crystals(ORNT.Annual Report. 

1998). 

X-ray Diffraction 

X-ray diffraction(XRD)is a common method ofnondestructive composition 

analysis ofsolid materials.X-rays are also capable ofshowing how crystals are arranged 

in a material. Thereby,they are able to tell researchers aboutthe texture and the degree of 

epitaxy in the materials being investigated. 

XRD machines generate x-rays by accelerating electrons againstatarget metal, 

copperfor instance.High voltages accomplish this acceleration. As electrons bombard 

the target metal they knock out electrons in the target metal’s shells(k shell in the case of 

copper).Electronsfrom the outer shells drop down into this shell and emit x-rays in the 

process.The wavelength ofthe x-rays is characteristic ofthe target metal’s electronic 

configuration and the shell from which the electron drops down. 
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For instance,ifan electron drops downfrom the L shell to theK shell then this is 

referred to as Ka x-rays.It is also possible,butto alesser degree,for electrons further out 

in the M shell to drop into the vacancy.TheKp refers to these x-rays In contemporary 

XRD machines,a monochromatic device is used to filter out mostofthe Kprays. 

However,the practical filtering ofall Kp signals is not possible. Thereby,especially 

strong diffraction signals ofKa usually have corresponding small K3signals along with 

them. 

The diffraction phenomenon ofx-rays is defined asfollows.“A diffracted beam 

may be defined as a beam composed ofalarge number ofscattered rays mutually 

reinforcing one another”(Cullity, 1978).Figure 2.8,page 23,depicts the diffraction ofx-

rays m an atomic lattice.In essence,x-rays can be scattered in many directions,but only 

at certain diffraction angles,denoted by 20,doesthe scattering x-rays mutually reinforce 

each other to produce discemable signals. Bragg’slaw exactly describes this 

phenomenon as follov^s: 

X=2ds,m9
B’ 

where dis the distance ofatomicspacingand 9b is referred to asBragg’sAngle 

It is importantto note,thatin real conditions,signals oflesser intensity are also 

produced close to the diffraction angles suggested by Bragg’slaw.This is due to slight 

misonentation in polycrystalline materials and varying trajectories in incident x-rays 

(Cullity, 1978).Because ofthis effect,diffraction patterns take on a bell shaped curve as 
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Figure 2.8 Diffraction of X-rays by Atomic Lattice 

Adapted from Cullity, B. Elements of X-rav Diffraction. Reading: Addison-Wesley, 

1978. 
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shown in Figure 2.9,page 25.The full width at halfmaximum(FWHM)ofthe diffraction 

peak is commonly used to characterize the degree ofmisorientation in polycrystalline 

materials.The smaller the number,the greater the degree ofalignmentorthe more 

closely the material resembles a single crystal. 

Sol-Gel Processing 

‘A sol is a colloidal suspension ofsolid particles in a liquid”(Blinker&Scherer, 

1990).A gel is a substance where one molecule reaches macroscopic dimensions and 

extendsthroughoutthe solution(Brinker&Scherer,1990). Sol-gel is in essence the 

transformation ofsmall,suspended molecules(sol)into afew large molecules that persist 

throughoutthe liquid like a skeletal structure(gel). A basic overview ofsol-gel 

processing ofceramic thin-films is as follows. Precursors or starting materials(metal 

salts or metals/metalloids with organic ligands)in the formsofsols are coated onto a 

substrate.The solvent rapidly evaporates offand the precursors transform into an 

amorphous gelatin state. This gel is then heattreated to promote crystallization into a 

structured,thin-film,ceramicform. 

Atthe heartofsol-gel chemistry is the reactions thattransforms small colloidal 

particles into a massive skeletal-structured gel. This thesis will primarily concern itself 

with chemistry associated with metal alkoxides,since mostsuperconductor^uffer layer 

precursors are ofthis nature. Metal alkoxides are metal or metalloid elements with alkyl 
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Figure 2 9 Diffraction Lines 

(a) Real diffraction pattern illustrating the effect of slight deviations from the Brag angle, 

(b) An ideal diffraction pattern where diffraction occurs only at the Brag angle. 

Adapted from Cullity, B. Elements of X-rav Diffraction. Reading: Addison-Wesley, 

1978. 
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ligands. They are often represented as M(OR)z,whereRis an alkyl group and M is the 

metal atom. Metal alkoxides havetwo distinct reactions in sol-gel chemistry.These are 

the hydrolysis and the condensation reactions. 

In simple hydrolysis reactions, water molecules solvate a metal cation andform 

three types ofligands;aquo {M-(OH2)},hydroxo {M-OH},or oxo{M=0}.Thetype of 

ligand thatforms depends on the magnitude ofcharge transfer from H2O to M(e.g.,0x0 

would occur at highest magnitude). For coordinately saturated metals(e.g. metal 

alkoxides),hydrolysis involvesthe following reaction steps: nucleophilic addition,proton 

transfer,and a departure ofaleaving group.Figure 2.10,page 27,illustrates atypical 

hydrolysis reaction. 

Condensation reactions occur between hydrolyzed molecules and other 

hydrolyzed or unhydrolyzed molecules. Condensation reactions occurfollowing a 

mechanism similar to hydrolysis reactions,which is nucleophilic addition,proton 

transfer,and leaving group removal.Thetwo commontypes ofcondensation reactions 

are shown in figure2 11,page 28. 

More complex condensation reactions can occur between different,partially 

hydrolyzed metal alkoxides. These reactions require special considerations such asthe 

matching ofthe rates ofhydrolysis betweenthe differing metal alkoxides to promote 

condensation betweenthem(Brinker&Scherer, 1990).For instance,annual reportsfrom 

ORNL have stated thatthe use ofa bidentate or bifimctional 2-methoxyethoxy ligands 

promote the formation ofmixed metal sols tORNT,Annual Report. 1996).ORNL’s 

annual reports also suggests thatthrough 2-methoxyethoxy ligands,the hydrolysis and 
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Figure 2.10 Metal Alkoxide Hydrolysis Reaction 

(a-b)Nucleophilic addition ofwater. 

(c-d)Hydrogen transfer from attached water molecule to ligand followed bythe 

subsequentremoval ofthe ligand as an alcohol. 

Adapted from Blinker,C.&,Scherer,G.Sol-Gel Science.New York:Academic Press, 

1990. 
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Figiire2 11 Metal Alkoxide Condensation Reactions 

(a)Alcoxolation reaction,where an alcohol is the leaving group, 

(b)Oxolation reaction,where a water molecule is the leaving group. 

Adapted from Brinker,C.8l Scherer,G.Sol-Gel Science.New York;AcademicPress, 

1990. 
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condensation rates can be controlled to diminish the formation ofprecipitates(ORNL 

Annual Report.1996). 

Transformation ofsol to gel occurs by continual hydrolysis and condensation 

reactions in combination with the evaporation ofsolvent imtil a large molecular skeleton 

forms.The final structures ofgels can be described as either afractal-agglomeration of 

monodisperse particles or a network ofpolymeric chains that may be cross-linked to 

some degree.The structure that will be produced dependson manyfactors including:the 

molecular complexity ofprecursor,the solvent used,the temperature,presence ofother 

anions,the rate ofcondensation,the rate ofhydrolysis,and the rate ofsolventremoval. 

Dip Coating 

Figure 2.12,page 30,showsthe various stages in the dip coating process. 

Basically in the dip coating process,liquid is entrained by the moving substrate.Someof 

the liquid is returned to the solution in drainage,while the other part dries onto the 

substrate. Asthe entrained liquid evaporates on the substrate,then the sols are brought 

into closer contact with one another.This allowsfurther condensation reactions and 

eventually gelation results.The resulting gel is continually compacted by evaporation and 

subsequently increasing capillary pressures. This shrinkage causes continual 

condensation reactions and a stiffening ofthe gel.The stiffened gelthen becomes 

mechanically anchored onthe substrate. Figure 2.13,page 31,showsan illustration ofgel 
" / V ' > 

¥ . 

formation during dip coating.Thethickness ofthe filmsformed is governed by upto six 

forces: viscous drag on the moving substrate,force ofgravity,surface tension in the 
y , 
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Figure 2.12 The Dip Coating Process

(a)Immersion (b) Start-up (c) Deposition & Drainage (d) Drainage (e) Evaporation

(f) A continuous system.

Adapted from Brinker, C. & Scherer, G. Sol-Gel Science. New York: Academic Press,

1990.
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Figure 2.13 Gel Formation in Dip Coating 

Schematicofthe steady state sol-gel dip coating process,showing the sequential stages of 

structural developmentthat result from draining accompanied by solvent evaporation and 

continued condensation reactions. 

Adapted from Blinker,C.&Scherer,G.Sol-Gel Science.New York:Academic Press, 

1990. 
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meniscusregion,inertial force ofboundary layer liquid arriving atthe deposition region, 

surface tension gradient,and disjoining or conjoining pressure(Blinker&Scherer, 1990). 

The dip coating process can uniquely effectthe morphology ofthe gel films.The 

rate ofwithdrawal ofthe substrate can promote a competition between the evaporation 

and condensation rates. This competition can effectthe structure ofthe gels.In weakly 

branched sols,such as polymeric chains with alow degree ofcross-linking,it has been 

observed thatfilms had no discemable porosity whenthe withdrawal rate wasincreased 

(Brinker&Scherer,1990). This has been explained by the hypothesis thatthe limited 

condensation reactions that occur during film formation allowed the weakly linked 

polymersto interpenetrate each other and to remain compliant,which allows even further 

densification through collapsefrom capillary pressures(Brinker&Scherer,1990).In 

highly branched sols,for greater chain lengths,the observed porosity is higher(Brinker 

&Scherer, 1990).This can be attributed to the stiffness ofthe network and ability to 

resist collapse(Brinker&Scherer, 1990). 

Experimental Design 

Experimental design characterizes the type ofeffect an inputfactor has on a 

response.Figure 2.14,page 33,showsthe four possible effects thatafactor can haveon a 

response.Experimental design can distinguish and accountfor individual effects and 

interaction effects ofmultiple factors that are varied throughoutan experiment.This is 

accomplished through specially designed and coded experimental matrices like the two 

level design shown in Table 2.2,page 34.Two level refers to thetwo settings(high and 
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Factor A shifts the average. 

As 

y 

Factor B shifts the standard deviation. 

y 

Factor C shifts both the average and the standard deviation. 

y 

Factor D has no affect on the average or the standard deviation. 

Figure 2.14Possible Influences ofInput Factors on a Response 

Adapted from Schmidt,S.&Laimsby,R.Understanding Industrial Designed 

Experiments Colorado Springs:Air Academy Press,1998. 
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Table 2.2 Arbitrary Two Level Coded Experimental Design Matrix 

Factor A B C D E F G 

Row# 

1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 

3 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 

4 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 

5 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 

6 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 

7 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 

8 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 

9 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 

10 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

11 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 

12 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 

Note:Thelow settings ofeachfactor are represented hy(-1)and the high setting ofeach 

factor is represented by(1) 
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low)for the inputfactors.Commontypes ofexperimental design include full factorial, 

Box-Behnken,Plackett-Burman,and Taguchi designs. 

Ofinterest in the design ofsuch matrices is the orthogonality ofthe matrix.An 

orthogonal matrix for a 2-level design can be defined as one in which the sum ofail the 

coded values in the vertical columns equalszero and the dot productofall the possible 

column pairs equalszero(Schmidt&Launsby,1998).Matrices,which lack 

orthogonality,are characterized by an aliasing(or equating)offactors with one another. 

which thereby leads to the masking ofthe individual effects ofeach factor(Schmidt&, 

Launsby,1998). Also,matrices that are nonorthogonal sufferfrom multicollinearity. 

Multicollineanty can cause a variable with known positive effectto show a negative 

effect based analysis ofnonorthogonal matrices(Schmidt&Launsby,1998). 

The effects and significance offactors and interactions in an experimental design 

can be determined through graphical plots,through regression modeling,and through 

analysis ofvariance(ANOVA).Graphical analysis involves a strategy of “picking the 

winner”from plots or charts. For example,aPareto chart plots a comparison ofthe 

magnitude ofeffect on the response for each factor or interaction. This in turn can be 

used to selectthe mostimportantfactor by qualitative or visual means. 

In regression modeling analysis,the objective is to develop a mathematical model 

that adequately predicts the behavior ofboth data collected and future data.Theform of 

the mathematical model is determined forehand by the experimenter.The mathematical 

form includes constants,which are fitto data by the method ofleast squares.For 

instance,alinear regression model would be oftheform y=ax+b. 
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ANOVA builds upon the concept ofregression modeling.ANOVA develops 

models by partitioning the difference between the observed value and the mean of 

observed values into two segments by inserting aregression model.Figure 2.15,page 37, 

illustrates graphically this partitioning.The regression model is then optimized by 

making the variance in observed points(y)around the regression model points(y),much 

less than the variance in observed data around it’s arithmetic mean(y).This is 

accomplished by first calculating the variance ofthe observed dataaround its mean 

vanance(Sj). 

SST 
Si-

1=1 whereSSTstandsforsumssquares totalandn is thesample 
n-\ n-\’ 

size and, 

SST=S(y,-yf=^(y,- -py =SSE+SSR,whereSSR standsforsum 
/=! /=] 1=1 

squares regression andSSEstandsforsum squareserror 

Nextthe mean square error(MSB)or measure ofvariance ofobserved data 

around the regression model is calculated. 

1=1 SSE 
MSE= 

n-2 n-2 
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Figure 2.15 Partitioning in Regression Modeling 

Source: Schmidt,S.&Launsby,R.Understanding Industrial Designed Experiments. 

Colorado Springs: Air Academy Press, 1998. 
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The regression model isthen optimized by making the MSB much smaller then 

the5^.The strength ofthe regression modelis determined by the (correlation 

coefficient)value,where 

SSE 
R^=l-

SST 

Figure 2.16,page 39,showsthe graphical interpretation ofthe meaning ofhigh 

and low valuesfor regression models.For example,an R^ value of0.5 indicates that 

50%ofthe variability in y is explained through the regression model’s relation with x 

and50%ofthe data is noise or unaccounted variation. 

Regression coefficients can be checked for significance by P-values.For 

regression coefficients the P-value represents the probability thataregression coefficient 

is significant.TheP-value is often performed as a two-tailed test,and thus denoted P(2 

tail). A two-tail test statistically tests a null hypothesis(Ho)with an alternative hypothesis 

(Hi)as such; 

Ho- li(+)= P(-) 

Hr p(+) 

For instance the null hypothesis could be that afactor is significant. 

Consequently,the alternative hypothesis would be thatthe regression coefficientis not 

significant.The errors associated in testing such a hypothesis are listed in Table 2.3,page 

40.Type I errors m this example representthe error involved in assuming thata 
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Table 2.3 Type I or II Error Occurs ifConclusion is NotCorrect 

True StateofNature 

Ho H, 

Conclusion 
Conclusion 

Ho Resultsin 
is correct 

Conclusion 
TypenError 

Drawn 
Conclusion 

Conclusion 
H1 Resultsin 

is Correct 
TypeIError 

Adapted from Schmidt,S.and Laimsby,R.Understanding Industrial Designed 

Experiments.Air Academy Press: Colorado Springs,CO.1998 
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coefficient was significant when it wastruly not significant.Type II errors,on the other 

hand,representthe error is assuming thatthe factor was not significant when it wastruly 

significant.A P(2tail)represents an estimate ofthe probability ofmaking atype I error. 

Asa rule ofthumb,P(2tail)<0.05 indicates significantfactor,while 0.05<P(2tail)< 

0.10 is a gray area in which the factor is usually considered significant(Schmidt& 

Launsby,1998).Type II errors are fixed by degrees offreedom and sample size. 

ANOVA can also check the overall significance ofthe regression model with a 

F-test. FirstaF value is determined from the mean squares regression and mean squares 

error,as 

MSR 
F= 

MSB 

Then this value is compared to a criticalF value( (1,n-2)).Asarule ofthumb 

suggested by Schmidtand Launsbyfor TaguchiL12matrix with less than8factors and4 

repetitions,an F-value greater than 6.0 suggests thatthe postulated model accountsfor a 

significant amountofvariation in the response(1998).WhileF<4.0 suggests no relation 

ofvariation in response with modeland 4.0<F<6.0 is a gray area which is leftto the 

experimenter’s decision(Schmidt&Launsby,1998) 

OpticalProfilometry 

Optical profilometry employstwo different modesto scan smooth and rough 

surfaces.These modes are phase-shifting interferometry(PSI)and vertical scanning 

interferometry(VSI).PSI is used to measure very smooth or polished surfaces.In PSI,a 
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white-light beam is passed through an interferometer.The interferometer splits the beam 

into two halves. One halfofthe beam is directed towardsthe sample’s surface.The other 

halfofthe beam is directed to a reference surface.Thetwo beams are then recombined 

after reflecting offeach respective surface. This recombinationformsa pattern known as 

interference fiinges,which appears as alternating light and dark bandson a monitor.The 

point at which the Singe’s contrast is the highest corresponds to the optimum focus. After 

the beam isfocused then a measurement is made.In PSI,this is accomplished by small, 

known amountofadjustments in the position ofthe reference surface.This causes a shift 

in the frequency ofthe reference beam and the system records the intensity ofthe 

resulting interference pattern at many different phase shifts. The height,h(x,y),can then 

be extracted from the following equation: 

h{x,y)=^<l>{x,y)
An: ,Where /Iis the wavelength ofthesource beam, ^(x,y)is thephase 

data or integrated intensity data 

The VSI mode differs from PSIin that it measuresthe fnnge contrast or 

modulation instead ofthe phase ofthe interference fringes In VSI,the sample is 

translated into and outoffocus by atranslation device.Anintensity signal is then 

recorded at each pointonthe surface.An algorithm is then used to calculate the surface 

heights from the fringe contrast or modulation data. This algorithm involves removal of 

low-frequency components,rectification by square-law detection,low-pass filtering,and 

curve-fitting interpolation to determine the exact vertical height at which the peak was 

produced. 
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CHAPTERS 

EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURES 

Lanthanum Aluminate Precursor Preparation 

The preparation method ofLaAlOs was based on the method used by Vineet 

Lasrado(1998).Inside an argon-filled,dry glove box,lanthanum isopropoxide wasfirst 

added to a single-necked,round-bottomed,300mlflask and weighed.Next,an equimolar 

amountofaluminum sec-butoxide wasadded to the flask.Then 150mlof2-

methoxyethanol was added and the mixture was stirred. Then the flask wasclosed with a 

glass stopper. 

Meanwhile,a glass still was being prepared.Figure 3.1,page44,diagramsthe 

still used.First,the still was vacuum pumped for a minute and then back-filled with 

Argon.Afterthe pressure built up,the still wasre-vacuumed and then again back-filled 

with argon.This process wasrepeated several times.Finally,the argon was allowed to 

build up to a pressure of2psi and then the still bottom wasopened to the air. Amidstthe 

flowing argon,the round-bottomed flask was quickly attached to the still and then the 

excess pressure wasreleased through the outlet line. Then,the argonflow wasshutoff 

and the outlet line was closed. 

The solution in the flask was continuously stirred and heated to atemperature of 

124°C.Occasionally,the outlet line wasreopened to let out pressure.The solution was 

refluxed for30 minutes and then 50 mlofisopropanol and 2-methoxyethanol were 

removed.After another30 minutesthen another50ml was distilled. Finally,after a last 
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incrementof30 minutes,the solution was adjusted to a concentration of0.5M of 

aluminum and lanthanum cations by removing the appropriate amountofsolvent.This 

unhydrolyzed precursor solution wasthen cooled and stored in an inert glove box in 

preparation ofpartial hydrolysis. 

A solution of0.25M H2O in 2-methoxyethanol was prepared separately to 

hydrolyze the'precursor solution.A volume ratio ofthis solution wasadded to a portion 

ofthe unhydrolyzed precursor.This ratio is referred to asthe degree ofhydrolysis.The 

hydrolyzed solution wasaged for at least one day prior to use. 

Nickel Substrate Preparation 

Mike Tomsic ofPlastronic Inc.supplied UTSI with Plastronic“A”and“B" 

samples ofroll-textured nickel.The difference in the samples wasthe type ofroll used on 

the nickel.This nickel could be further treated through aresistive annealing process 

developed by Marvis White at UTSI.First,the chamber holding the sample betweentwo 

electrodes wasevacuated ofair down to a pressure of10'^ torr by use ofa diffusion 

pump.Then an evaporative surface cleaning procedure followed.This procedure 

involved adjusting the voltage limit between thetwo electrodes to 20 volts.Then the 

current was switched on and quickly adjusted to 57amps.This current was maintained 

for thirty seconds.Then the current wasimmediately lowered back downto zero.The 

vacuum pressure gage would show an increase ofpressure to torr during this period. 

The diffusion pump wasthen used to again lower the pressure to 10’^torr.Atthis point, 

the chamber was backfilled with argon to atmospheric pressures.Lastly,the current 
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would be switched on and slowly raised to the desired value.Typical values used for 

annealing were20 volts and 55-62 ampsfor 1 hour or more.A common difficulty 

incurred wasthe random melting ofsome ofthe nickel strips at high amperes.This was 

probably due to differences in thickness ofthe received nickel stock from Plastronic. 

Cube Textured Nickel Oxide(NiO)on NiDevelopment 

Insome experiments,cubic textured,NiO was grown on the nickel substrate after 

the annealing process. This was accomplished by performing another vacuum surface 

cleaning step(as described above for nickel substrate preparation)and then introducing 

50 microns ofO2.A currentof30amps was applied for 15-17 minutes and then the 

sample wasremoved.When heattreating the deposited LaAlOa thin-film on the textured 

NiO/Ni substrate,a processing gas ofjust argon was used. 

Dip Coating Procedures 

Figure 3.2,page,47,showsthe bench scale dip coating apparatus.Basically, 

commands were entered into the Microsoft Window’s Terminal program.The computer 

then relayed the commandsto the controller.The controller then drove the motor on the 

shaft,which moved the translating arm.A sample could be introduced into liquid inside 

an open container and then withdrawn atthe desired constant velocity.The sample was 

then allowed to dry in air for a couple ofminutes before being heat-treated. 
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Figure 3.2 Diagram ofBench Scale Sol-Gel Dip Coating Unit 
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Adapted from Lasrado,V.Bench Scale Evaluation ofSolution-Growth Based Techniques 

For Manufacturing HTS Wire/Tape. Master’s Thesis.Knoxville:University of 

Tennessee,December 1998 
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HeatTreatment 

After the sample was dried then it wasready for heattreatment.Initially,the 

sample was placed atthe end ofa one-end-open,mullite tube.The tube wasthen sealed 

with a specially designed cap that has openings forathermal couple,a gas outlettube, 

and a quartz,gas inlettube ofnearly equal length to the mullite tube.Thetube was 

purged with a processing atmosphere for one hour.This processing atmosphere consisted 

mainly ofhigh purity argon with0or4%hydrogen.Four percent hydrogen in argon is 

often referred to asforming gas.In the case ofNiO textured samples,no argon was used. 

Thetube wasthen raised onthe platform and inserted into atube furnace via a drawer 

slide mounted on a variable height platform.Typicaltemperatures used were 1150°C. 

The tube wasthen removed after 1/2 or 1 hour.The tube wasthen allowed to coolimtil 

near ambienttemperatures by natural convection with the surrounding air. Thenthe cap 

wasremoved and the samples weretaken outfor analysis. 

X-ray Diffraction Analysis 

X-ray diffraction analysis was carried out with aPhilips Analytical X’Pertsystem. 

ThisXRD(x-ray diffraction)machine wascapable ofscanning about multiple axes by 

use ofa goniometer.The goniometer allows the machine to move along the omega,phi. 

and psi axis as well as simultaneously oscillate in the y-axis.Figure 3.3,page 49,shows 

an illustration ofthe goniometer’s capable movements.Scans along the phi and the 
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omega axis were used to indicate the quality or sharpness ofin-plane and out-plane 

texture respectively These scans generally referred to as phi and omegascans.Rotation 

ofthe detector about26 axis with fixing the omega axis at Vi20 generated phase scans. 

Phase scans indicate the composition ofa material as well as all the different out-plane 

orientations present. Finally,rotation in the phi axis coupled with a tilt in the psi axis 

produced pole figures.Polefigures can be used to detail the quality and quantity of 

orientations in the in-plane. 

Raw data were collected and analyzed utilizing several software packages. 

Rocking curve data(phase scans)was analyzed using Jade 3.1(by Materials Data Inc.). 

The peaks or diffraction lines were compared with a CD-ROM powder diffraction 

database and labeled ifidentifiable.Raw datafor phi and omegascans were smoothed 

and curve fitted by PeakfitTM version 4.0(Jandel Scientific Software).Typically,the data 

were smoothed by5%using a Savitzky-Golay algorithm and then curve fitted with 

Gaussian,Voigt,orPearson VII algorithms. 

Quantification ofEpitaxial Growth 

Epitaxial growth wasevaluated in terms ofthe Phase,Omega,and PhiXRD 

scans.Phase scans were used to identify the major out-plane crystallographic 

orientations.Figure 3.4,page 51,showsasample ofa phase scan ofLaAlOs on acube 

textured nickel substrate.Preferred orientation can be readily determined from this scan. 

A quantitative number can be derived from the relative peak heights ofthe different 

orientations.For this work,a phase ratio number was defined asfollows: 
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Phase Ratio =[(Iioo+hooy(hoo+Iiii+Iiio+l20o)]*[Iioo+l20o] 

where Ixxx is the maximum intensity(counts recorded byXRD detector)ofthe diffraction 

line corresponding to the xxx orientation 

The phase ratio number basically represents the fraction ofdesired orientations by 

the total number oforientations present.Thisfraction wasthen multiplied by a weighting 

factor.The weighting factor isjustthe intensities ofthe desired phases.This weighting 

factor was used to insure results biased towards production ofthick,highly epitaxial 

layers.For example,phase scans oftwo different samples are taken.Sample#1 has 

intensities ofIioo= 350,l2oo= 150,//;/=20,and/;/o=80.Sample#2has only detectable 

intensities ofIioo= 50,hoo^25,/yyy=0,andIno=0.Injustcomparing the samples by 

fraction ofdesired orientation the sample#2would betaken to have better results since 

all the orientations detected were desirable.However,with the weighting factor included 

then sample#1 is clearly preferred(416to 75). 

The sharpness or how perfectly the crystals are aligned in the in-plane and out-

plane was determined by phi and omegascans respectively.Figures 3.5 and 3.6,page 53 

and 54respectively,show typical phi and omegascans obtained in this work.Thefull 

width at halfmaximum(FWHM)ofthe peaks were used to quantify the in-plane and out-

plane alignment.This was defined as the follows: 

Phi=averageFWHMvalue ofthe 45°135°225°315°peaks with reference to the(111) 

plane 
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Omega=FWHMvalue with reference to the {200}peak 

Values for Phi and Omegafor LaAlOsfilm on nickel substrates typically vary 

from 8°to 20°.On single crystal substrates such as Strontium Titanate,FWHM values are 

very small(-0.3). 

To more concisely quantify epitaxial growth,one would require the knowledge of 

the phase ratio, phi,and omega scan measurements.In this work,they were combined to 

determine an arbitrary unit less number.Epitaxial#,asfollows: 

Epitaxial#=(a *Phase Ratio)/(b*omega)/(c*phi) 

where a{x-ray counts'^}, b{degrees'^}, c{degrees'^} are weighting coefficients 

The weighting coefficients would ideally be determined experimentallyfrom the 

response ofthe current carrying capacity ofthe superconductor layer to variation in the 

above parameters for the YBCO material.However,for this work one over the average of 

the experiment results for each scan was used asthe weighting coefficient. Typical values 

are given in Chapter4. 

Lastly,an additional method ofpossibly measuring epitaxy was omitted.This 

method would involve comparing the relative amounts ofcorrectly oriented LaAlOa in 

the in-plane to 45°twinned crystals. This could be quantified from either pole figures or 

from 360° phi scans.Figure 3.7,page 56,shows a pole figure for Plastronic’s“B”cubic-

textured nickel.An ideal cubic crystal will only have four dots or poles atthe comers.A 

360° phi scan will show the four peaksfrom the twin LaAlOs crystal as well asthe four 
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peaks for the(100)oriented material. The number ofcorrectly oriented to twin crystals 

could be determined from a relative intensity ratio from either scan.However,mostofthe 

LaAlOs films developed during experimentation had very low intensities. Moreover, 

only the strong peaksshowed discemable signs ofin-plane twins This may skew a model 

based on those results to favor weak intensity results. Asa result,pole figures were only 

used to qualitatively determine the degree ofepitaxial growth. 

Multifactorial Screening Experiment 

Seven factors were screened using atwo level Taguchi L12design.The uncoded 

experimental matrix is shown in Table 3.1,page 58.The settings for each variable are 

then coded as-1 forlow setting and +1 for high setting. The different models could be 

generated on using phi,omega,phase ratio,or a combined epitaxial#asthe response. 

Trends and the level ofsignificance ofthe factors can be determined from this type of 

experimental design. 

Thefollowing is a description ofeach factor and its two level settings. Oven 

temperature orthermaltreatmenttemperature ofthe coated samples had high and low 

values of1150°C and 950°C respectively. Oven atmosphere refers to the percentage of 

hydrogen in argon during thermaltreatment.The high and low values chosen were4% 

hydrogen and0%hydrogen.Oventime or thermaltreatmenttime wasthe set at 14 hour 

and 1 hour.Solution concentration prior to hydrolysis was O.IM and 0.25M.Degree of 

hydrolysis was setto 1 and 1.3. Withdrawal rate was either 1.5 cm/min or4cm/min. 
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Table 3.1 Uncoded Two Level Taguchi L12 Matrix 

Factors 

Bow# 

Oven Oven 

Tenperature Atmosphere(vol 
“/(t^inAr) 

Oven 

Ume 
(hre) 

Solution Withdra\\al 

Cormtiation Rate 

(N^ (crtynin) 

Surfece 

Roughness 
Degreeof 
L^drotysis 

1 950 0% 0.5 0.10 1.5 0 1.0 

2 950 0% 0.5 0.10 1.5 1 1.3 

3 950 0% 1.0 0.25 4.0 0 1.0 

4 950 4% 0.5 0.25 4.0 0 1.3 

5 950 4% 1.0 0.10 4.0 1 1.0 

6 950 4% 1.0 0.25 1.5 1 1.3 

7 1150 0% 1.0 0.25 1.5 0 1.3 

8 1150 0% 1.0 0.10 4.0 1 1.3 

9 1150 , 0% 0.5 0.25 4.0 1 1.0 

10 1150 4% 1.0 0.10 1.5 0 1.0 

11 1150 4% 0.5 0.25 1.5 1 1.0 

12 1150 4% 0.5 0.10 4.0 0 1.3 
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Finally,surface roughness was a discrete factor where the nickel was polished 

(+1)or not polished(-1). The interactions between factors were assumed small in 

comparison to the individual factorsthemselves.Four repetitions were chosen for each of 

the twelve rowsfor a total sample size offorty eight runs.The sample size was 

determined by“rules ofthumb”given by Schmidt and Launsby(1998).DOEKISS 

student version software(Air Academy Press,LLC.and Digital Computations,Inc.)was 

used to develop and analyze the two level design using multiple regression,Pareto 

Charts,and ANOVA techniques.Lastly,eight confirmation runs were used to verify 

trends observed in experimentation. Schmidt’s and Launsby’s“rule ofthumb”for 

number ofconfirmation runs in the range of4to 20confirmation runs,was used to 

determine the confirmation run size(1998). 

Surface Roughness and Measurement 

WYKO Vision
TM RT500 surface/optical profilometer was used in this work.The 

optical profilometer was used to examine differences in roughness ofnickel substrates 

prepared by various techniques.The VSI(vertical scanning interferometry)mode was 

used.The WKYO manual suggested thatthe maximum vertical resolution for VSIwas 

three nanometers The roughness ofthe nickel samples wasassumed to be greaterthen 

that. The optical profilometer had a lateral resolution of2.6X or368 x 236 data points or 

pixels in a 1.8 mm by2.4mm scanning window. 
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Data were collected with regard to the roughness average(Ra),defined as; 

1 M N 

Jk 
MN *=1 j=\ 

whereN&Mare the number ofdatapoints in each direction ofthe array, andZis the 

Height 

• Uncoated samples were wiped cleaned with methanol and then placed underneath 

the microscope on the stage.Some samples were hent or deformed from residual stresses 

ofrolling or from handling after thermaltreatment.These samples were flattened as best 

as possible underneath some dead weights and then placed onthe stage. Measurements 

were taken atrandom interval along the sample.Measurements were mainly taken in the 

center region ofthe nickel tape awayfrom the ends.The very ends(last mm orso)ofthe 

samples are generally curled from being sliced from the main stock.For mostsamples,a 

natural tilt was present.TheRT500software allowsthis tilt to be removed from the data. 

Figure 3.8,page 61,showsan illustration ofthis feature. 

Electropolishing ofthe Nickel Strips 

Electropolishing was preformed in an agitated 500mlbeaker containing an 

electrolytic solution.A stainless steel cathode was held at one end ofthe beaker.The 

sample waslowered into the solution and held by a laboratory ring stand and clamp.A 

low ripple rectifier was used to supply current acrossthe steel cathode,the electrolyte, 

and the nickel strip. 
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An electrolyte of70%volume glacial acetic acid and 30% volume(60% 

concentration perchloric acid)was used originally used based on recommended 

electrolytesfor nickelfrom the Amencan Society ofTesting and Materials’ literature. 

However,the plating rate wastoo fast and the edgesofthe nickel tape were eaten away. 

Diluting the electrolyte solution with an equal volume ofwater and using 3.5 volts 

produced better results by visual inspection.The polishing rate was042mg/min and the 

current density was approximately 0.033A/cm^.Samples polished appeared slightly 

brighter in the polished regionfrom visual inspection. 
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CHAPTER4 

EXPERIMENTALRESULTSANDDISCUSSION 

Taguchi LI2Screening Experiment 

Tables 4.1-43,pages64-69,show the results ofphi,omega,and phase scans. 

Table44,pages 70-71,showsthe calculated epitaxial#for each experimental run.The 

epitaxial#was calculated using the weighting coefficients ofa=1/108.29,b= 16.26,and 

c= 1/19.08.That is the values ofphi,omega,and phase ratio were weighted by each 

respective average. 

Each ofthe sets ofraw data(phi,omega,phase ratio,and epitaxial#)were 

modeled for predicted response(Yor Y-bar model)and for predicted variance among 

different samples(S orS-bar model).The generalform used for regression models was: 

Ys constant +a,*Temp + *Atmos+c,*Time + * Cone +e^* Withdrawal 

+/i*Roughness +g-,*Hydrolysis 

S=constant +0^*Temp +/>2 *Atmos +0^*Time+ *Cone+ *Withdrawal 

+/,*Roughness +g,*Hydrolysis 

,where ai, 02, b}, b2, C], C2, dj, d2, ej, e2,fh fz, gi,g2 are the coefficients determinedfrom 

regression andtemp(oven temperature), atmos(oven atmosphere), cone(solution 

concentration), withdrawal(withdrawalrate), roughness(surface roughness), and 

hydrolysis(degree ofhydrolysis)are the independent variables which representthe 

codedfactors(-1,+1) 
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Table4 1 Phase Ratio Resultsfor Taguchi L12Screening Experiments 

Sample 
ID 

IlOO Ino I111 I200 I100+200 I,total (IlOO'^l20o) /(Jtotal) 

lA 35 50 0 0 35 85 14 

IB 40 37 0 0 40 77 21 

1C 43 25 0 0 43 68 27 

ID 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2A 48 0 0 63 111 111 111 

2B 63 52 0 0 63 115 35 

2C 45 40 0 0 ' 45 85 24 

2D 68 44 0 0 68 112 41 

3A 150 170 0 100 250 420 149 

3B 115 205 0 85 200 405 99 

3C 115 70 30 80 195 295 129 

3D 90 60 30 60 150 240 94 

4A 30 0 0 0 30 30 30 

4B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4C 50 0 0 .0 50 50 50 

4D 45 0 0 0 45 45 45 

5A 50 40 0 0 50 90 28 

5B 70 50 0 55 125 175 89 

5C 60 55 0 45 105 160 69 

5D 50 0 0 0 50 50 50 

6A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6C 50 0 0 0 50 50 50 

6D 35 0 0 0 35 35 35 

7A 65 65 0 60 125 190 82 

7B 215 105 0 115 330 435 250 

7C 105 140 0 55 160 300 85 

7D 50 100 0 0 50 150 17 

8A 150 85 0 65 215 300 154 

8B 75 160 0 70 145 305 69 

8C 75 80 0 75 150 230 98 

8D 205 55 0 70 275 330 229 

9A 75 90 0 55 130 220 77 
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Table 4.1 Continued 

9B 105 

9C 160 

9D 150 

lOA 90 

lOB 250 

IOC 255 

lOD 295 

llA 60 

IIB 75 

lie 40 

IID 80 

12A 210 

12B 40 

12C 50 

12D 120 

50 

80 

105 

0 

0 

0 

0 

30 

25 

20 

50 

0 

20 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

25 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

75 

90 

0 

68 

265 

140 

160 

50 

50 

0 

70 

130 

50 

30 

75 

180 

250 

150 

158 

515 

395 

455 

no 

125 

40 

150 

340 

90 

80 

195 

230 141 

330 189 

255 88 

158 158 

515 515 

395 395 

455 455 

165 73 

150 104 

60 27 

200 113 

340 340 

no 74 

80 80 

195 195 
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Table 4.2 OmegaFWHM Results for Taguchi L12Screening Experiments 

SampleK)OmegaFWHM 
lA 17.11 

IB 17.19 

1C 18.32 

ID 17.89 

2A 17.31 

2B 16.60 

2C 16.70 

2D 17.18 

3A 15.86 

3B 15.12 

3C 15.47 

3D 17.25 

4A 17.93 

4B 17.77 

4C 17.28 

4D 16.85 

5A 17.08 

5B 16.68 

5C 15.78 

5D 16.60 

6A 17.17 

6B 16.93 

6C 17.27 

6D 17.17 

7A 16.64 

7B 14.53 

1C 16.86 

7D 16.82 

8A 15.84 

8B 15.94 

8C 17.31 

8D 14.99 
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Table 4.2 Continued 

9A ' 17.42 

9B 16.84 

9C 14.30 

9D 17.15 

lOA 15.45 

lOB 12.51 

IOC 13.18 

lOD 12.32 

llA 17.39 

IIB 16.25 

lie 15.38 

IID 17.09 

12A 13.82 

12B 16.21 

12C 14.15 

12D 15.57 
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Table 4.3 PhiFWHM Resultsfor Taguchi L12 Screening Experiments 

Pearson VIIFWHMPeaks 

SampleID 45° 135° 225” 315° Avg-
lA 20.61 21.41 21.16 22.78 21.49 

IB 18.68 17.58 18.76 21.45 19.12 

1C 25.92 22.37 21.22 27.59 24.27 

ID 28.35 26.83 24.73 27.16 26.77 

2A 18.17 16.31 15.67 19.28 17.36 

2B 18.42 17.93 13.31 18.27 16.98 

2C 18.75 19.95 15.97 18.36 18.26 

2D 18.93 17.76 18.88 20.21 18.95 

3A 17.03 16.64 14.58 21.40 17.41 

3B 20.92 18.84 13.36 19.03 18.04 

3C 17.85 17.75 15.54 17.78 17.23 

3D 27.18 23.23 13.56 21.25 21.30 

4A 18.14 24.14 19.78 22.26 21.08 

4B 26.42 23.60 18.30 25.80 23.53 

4C 26.56 25.15 16.34 28.33 24.09 

4D 21.91 23.02 20.99 22.67 22.15 

5A 23.39 21.44 21.35 25.71 22.97 

5B 26.99 N/A N/A N/A 26.99 

5C 19.23 19.51 17.17 20.38 19.07 

5D 21.81 22.60 22.09 22.70 22.30 

6A 20.61 18.82 19.40 20.99 19.96 

6B 18.70 24.02 16.46 23.73 20.73 

6C 18.68 19.78 19.77 21.64 19.97 

6D 20.17 24.44 15.08 28.08 21.94 

7A 14.66 15.00 14.89 17.08 15.41 

7B 11.21 11.05 11.83 12.43 11.63 

7C 11.82 13.25 12.41 13.80 12.82 

7D 21.00 23.14 18.18 23.75 21.52 

8A 12.56 13.65 12.70 12.16 12.77 

8B 14.03 14.59 13.88 16.17 14.67 

8C 13.51 17.02 15.82 16.27 15.65 

8D 14.71 16.94 12.62 15.68 14.99 
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Table 4.3 Continued 

9A 16.02 15.91 13.43 18.92 16.07 

9B 27.18 27.75 15.59 23.71 23.55 

9C 12.94 16.55 15.10 16.01 15.15 

9D 18.62 15.90 14.08 16.90 16.38 

lOA 22.00 18.45 16.43 21.62 19.62 

lOB 15.09 14.07 13.49 15.09 14.43 

IOC 13.09 15.21 11.93 13.44 13.42 

lOD 14.11 13.78 12.07 14.43 13.60 

llA 20.52 20.92 21.51 20.51 20.86 

IIB 17.58 21.17 14.59 19.09 18.11 

lie 13.85 13.92 13.75 14.78 14.07 

IID 22.31 21.33 19.34 23.65 21.66 

12A 16.04 21.19 13.93 17.26 17.11 

12B 17.04 21.73 18.21 23.41 20.09 

12C 20.33 20.53 16.91 20.69 19.62 

12D 23.04 19.42 19.38 20.33 20.54 
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Table 4.4 Epitaxial#Results for TaguchiL12Screening Experiments 

Sample 
ID 

lA 

IB 

1C 

ID 

2A 

2B 

2C 

2D 

3A 

3B 

3C 

3D 

4A 

4B 

4C 

4D 

5A 

5B 

5C 

5D 

6A 

6B 

6C 

6D 

7A 

7B 

7C 

7D 

8A 

8B 

8C 

8D 

Epitaxial# 

0.11 

0.18 

0.18 

0.00 

1.06 

0.35 

0.22 

0.36 

1.54 

1.04 

1.39 

0.73 

0.23 

0.00 

0.34 

0.35 

0.20 

0.57 

0.66 

0.39 

0.00 

0.00 

0.42 

0.27 

0.92 

4.24 

1.13 

0.13 

2.18 

0.84 

1.03 

2.92 
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Table 4.4 Continued 

9A 0.79 

9B 1.02 

9C 2.50 

9D 0.90 

lOA 1.49 

lOB 8.17 

IOC 6.40 

lOD 7.78 

llA 0.58 

IIB 1.01 

lie 0.35 

llD 0.87 

12A 4.12 

12B 0.65 

12C 0.83 

12D 1.75 
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The nickel substrate was Plastronic“A”nickel for all samplesin the Taguchi L12 

screening experiments.It was notresistively annealed prior to polishing.The nickel 

underwentrecrystallization during the thermaltreatment after coating.This wasevident 

from pole figure scans.Figure 4.1,page 73,showsa before and after pole figure scan for 

the Plastromc“A”nickel. 

Significance and Trends Identified Solely by OmegaFWHM 

Table 4.5,page 74,showsthe results ofmultiple regression analysis ofthe 

Taguchi LI2experimental design.It is importantto note thatthose coefficients which 

were not significant(P(2tail)>0.10)were considered to have zero magnitude. _ 

Magnitudes otherthan zero may be asa result ofexperimental error or ofnatural variance 

in the sample.Figure 4.2,page 75,showsthe Pareto charts ofboth theY and the S 

model.From Pareto charts,oven temperature wasfound to be both an importantfactor in 

both lowering the omegaFWHM and increasing the vanance among samples.According 

to P(2tail)testing ofeach coefficientin the Y model,the following additionalterms 

werejudged significant:oven atmosphere,oventime,solution concentration,and surface 

roughness. 

The effect oftime and temperature on improving the LaAlOs out-plane sharpness 

may be due to increased crystallization rate ofLaAlOs and reduction in the residual 

amorphous material Residual amorphousLaAlOs would cause the broadening ofout-

plane texture peaks.Another possible effect is thatthe increasing time and temperature 
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Table 4.5 Significant Factors Based Solely on OmegaFWHM Data 

ResponseModel(Y-hat) Variance Model(S-hat) 

Regression P Regression P 
Factor Factor 

Coefficient (2Tail) Coefficient (2Tail) 

Oven Oven 
-0.68 0.00 0.33 0.00 

Temperature Tanperature 

Oven Oven 
-0.27 0.09 -0.06 0.26 

Atmosphere Atmosphere 

OvenTime -0.39 0.01 OvenTime 0.02 0.68 

Solution Solution 
0.35 0.03 0.00 0.97 

Concentration Concentration 

Withdrawal Withdrawal 
-0.04 0.78 0.08 0.16 

Rate Rate 

Surface Surface 
0.34 0.03 -0.11 0.07 

Rouehness Roughness 

Degreeof Degreeof 
0.19 0.22 -0.14 0.04 

Hydrolysis Hydrolysis 

Constant 16.26 Constant 0.84 

Note: Significant Factors are Underlined 
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could improve the texture ofthe nickel substrate.However,this could be ruled out when 

omegaand phi scans ofthe nickel substrate were taken. Figure 4.3,page 77,showsan 

effect plot ofthe time and temperature on the nickel substrate’s out-plane and in-plane 

textures The very small slopes suggestthatthe nickel texture wasnotimproved and 

varied only slightly over the Taguchi LI2experimental design. Therefore,it is unlikely 

thatthe nickel texture improvements could have accounted for the enhanced performance 

m the omegaFWHM ofLaAlOa. 

The increase m out-plane sharpness with the presence of4%Ha in is in agreement 

with the ORNLstudy performed on the epitaxially growth ofCeOa under various partial 

pressures offorming gas.ORNL demonstrated thatthe increasing the partial pressure of 

forming gasincreased the epitaxial growth up to a maximum point(ORNL Annual 

Report. 1998).They concluded thatthe forming gas or(more specifically the hydrogen) 

helped decrease theformation ofcomplex NiO(ORNLAnnual Report. 1998).NiO has 

been suggested asa possible interference to the epitaxial growth ofbuffer layers(ORNL 

Annual Report. 1998). 

The omegaFWHM decreased with polished samples as opposed to unpolished. 

The significance ofsurface roughness could be interpreted as analogousto building a 

house.For instance,to build alevel homethe foundation has to be level as well as the 

groimd surrounding it. In analogy,the nickel substrate notonly hasto be a sharp crystal 

texture,but also it has to be a smooth,low roughness surface. 

Less concentrated precursor solutions produced sharper omegaFWHM.This may 

be related a crystallization rate which is fixed bytime and temperature Atlower 

concentrations,there the resulting film is thinner than films created fi"om more 
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concentrated precursors.The crystallization rate may be slow enough to allow for 

incomplete crystallization ofthicker films.The would lead to the presence ofamorphous 

material which will widenthe omegaFWHM. 

In the S model,surface roughness and degree ofhydrolysis were also found to be 

significant.Increases in degree ofhydrolysis and roughness reduced the amountofscatter 

in the response.Experimental error in the electropolishing ofthe surface may have 

accounted forthe increased scatter.The currentflow and consequent current density may 

have changed slightly from sample to sample due to observed variance in the nickel 

substrate thickness. Slight differences m the currentfrom sample to sample forthe same 

voltage was also noted during electropolishing.Thus,the random nature ofthe thickness 

ofthe nickel strip and experimental error in placementofthe samplein relation to the 

cathode may have accoimted forthe additional scatter.The effect ofdegree ofhydrolysis 

was unclear and may have been as a result ofexperimental error. 

Significance and TrendsBased Solely onPhiFWHM 

Table 4.6,page 79,showsthe results ofthe analysis based solely on phiFWHM 

data.Figure 4.4,page 80,showsthe Pareto charts for both the Yand the S model.In 

examining Y model’sP(2tail)s for each coefficient,increasing oven temperature and 

time wasfound to be significantfor improvingthe in-plane texture.The reasoning behind 

this is probably similar to that for the omegascan above.This agreement between the 

omega and the phi Y models may be an indicator ofthe correctness ofthe model,ifone 
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Table 4.6 Significant Factors Based Solely on PhiFWHM Data 

Response Model(Y-hat) Variance Model(S-hat) 

Regression P Regression P 
Factor Factor 

Coefficient (2Tail) Coefficient (2Tail) 

Oven Oven 
-2.25 0.00 0.48 0.26 

Temperature Tenperature 

Oven Oven 
1.25 0.01 -0.18 0.64 

Atmosphere Atmosphere 

OvenTime -0.81 0.07 OvenTime 0.02 0.96 

Solution Solution 
-0.13 0.76 0.23 0.57 

Concentration Concentration 

Withdrawal Withdrawal 
0.62 0.16 -0.23 0.56 

Rate Rate 

Surface Surface 
0.06 0.88 -0.16 0.69

Roughness Roughness 

Degreeof Degreeof 
-0.67 0.13 -0.70 0.13 

Hydrolysis Hydrotysis 

Constant 19.08 Constant 2.42 

Note: Significant Factors are Underlined 
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assumesthatthe mechanism for epitaxial growth is similar for both the out-plane and in 

plane textures.The oven atmosphere term indicated widening ofin-plane texture with the 

addition ofH2in argon ORNL had reported thatthe epitaxial growth improved with an 

increase in the forming gas partial pressure up to an optimum point and then diminished 

with further increases in pressure(ORNL Annual Report. 1998).ORNLsuggested the 

impurities in the forming gassuch as moisture and O2may have become sufficient 

enough to stabilize the growth ofNiO again(ORNL Annual Report. 1998).Forthe 

Taguchi LI2tests,impurities m the gases and experimental error may have caused the in 

plane texture to worsen with the addition ofhydrogen. 

In the multiple regression S model,no terms werefound to be significant. 

ANOVA analysis ofthe modelshowed thatthe model mayjust be representing the 

random noise(F~l).Moreover,there was no correlation between the variance in the 

response with any factor. It is uncertain whether more data points would reveal any direct 

correlation between afactor and scatter in the response. 

Significance and Trends Based Solely onPhase Ratio 

Table 4.7,page 82,showsthe results ofanalysis based solely onthe phase ratio 

data.Figure 4.5,page 83,showsthePareto charts for both the Y and the S model.Oven 

temperature again is found to be the most significantin both the Y and the S models. 

This is in agreement with the results from ORNL.ORNL hasshown with various phase 

scans at differenttemperatures thatthe peaks grow stronger with increasing temperatures 
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Table 4.7 Significant Factors Based Solely on Phase Ratio Data 

Response Model(Y-hat) Variance Model(S-hat) 

Factor 
Regression 
Coefficient 

P 

(2TaU) 
Factor 

Regression 
Coefficient 

P 

(2 Tail) 

Oven 

Temperature 
58.7 0.00 

Oven 

Temperature 
32.6 0.01 

Oven 

Atmosphere 
15.7 0.22 

Oven 

Atmosphere 
7.9 0.36 

Oven Time 292 0.03 Oven Time 9.5 0.28 

Solution 

Concentration 
-28.0 0.03 

Solution 

Concentration 
-13.8 0.15 

Withdrawal 

Rate 
-1.4 0.91 

Withdrawal 

Rate 
-4.1 0.62 

Surface 

Roughness 
-29.4 0.02 

Surface 

Roughness 
-15.7 0.11 

Degree of 
Hydrolysis 

-21.0 0.10 
Degree of 
Hydrolysis 

6.0 0.48 

Constant 108.3 Constant 57.7 

Note; Significant Factors are Underlmed 
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(ORNL Annual Report. 1996).The implication is that more LaAlOa is probably 

crystallizing. The increased variance with oven temperature may be related to the amount 

ofcrystalsformed.The intensity-to-amountofcrystal material relationship is not a 

simple linear relationship. Small increases in crystalline material lead to much larger 

intensities Thisthen widens the difference between the samples and causes a change in 

the vanance. 

Multiple regression also identified surface roughness,solution concentration, 

oven temperature,and oven atmosphere for the Y model asthe significant parameters 

All ofthese terms were identified as significantin the omega model too.Some agreement 

between the omegaand phase ratio data was anticipated.A phase scan projects the entire 

composition ofthe general orientations(100&200,111,110)in the out-plane. Whereas,an 

omegascan showsthe how sharply the material is aligned to one ofthe general out-plane 

orientations. Steps thatimprovethe sharpness ofan orientation on the omega scan may 

increase its intensity on the phase scan and vice versa. 

Significance and Trendsin the Final Epitaxial# 

Table 4.8,page 85,showsthe results ofregression analysis based on epitaxial#. 

Figure 4.6,page 86,showsthe Pareto chartsfor both the Y and the S model.Again the 

oven temperature isfound to bethe most significantfactor in both response and variance. 

This verifies the assumption thatthe factors significantin the previous models should be 

significantin a combined modeltoo. 
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Table 4.8 Significant Factors Based on Epitaxial # Data 

Response Model(Y-hat) Variance Model(S-hat) 

Factor 
Regression 

Coefficient 

P 

(2 Tail) 
Factor 

Regression 
Coefficient 

P 

(2 Tail) 

Oven 

Temperature 
0.88 0.00 

Oven 

Temperature 
0.60 0.03 

Oven 

Atmosphere 
0.24 0.25 

Oven 

Atmosphere 
0.09 0.62 

Oven Time 0.54 0.01 Oven Time 0.28 0.19 

Solution 

Concentration 
-0.45 0.03 

Solution 

Concentration 
-0.22 0.27 

Withdrawal 

Rate 
-0.19 0.36 

Withdrawal 

Rate 
-0.14 0.45 

Surface 

Roughness 
-0.50 0.02 

Surface 

Roughness 
-0.35 0.11 

Degree of 
Hydrolysis 

-0.30 0.15 
Degree of 
Hydrolysis 

0.03 0.89 

Constant 1.32 Constant 0.83 

Note: Significant Factors are Underlined 
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Multiple regression supports this hypothesis by again showing the additional 

significantterms in the Y model as solution concentration,surface roughness,and oven 

time.The epitaxial#is primarily in agreement with the phase ratio results. The phase 

ratio had much more variance around its mean value during the experiment.Asa result. 

the phase ratio’s greater range ofdeviation has given itselfa greater weighting m the 

epitaxial#,and the effect ofthe oven atmosphere has been skewed out as insignificant, 

even though it had significant influence on both the omega and the phiFWHM models. 

Finally,the withdrawal velocity had no effect onthe epitaxial growth overthe 

range it was studied(1.5-4 cm/min).Work done by Lasrado,suggests that at much higher 

velocities(greater than40cm/min),the in-plane and out-plane sharpness decreased on 

single crystals ofSrTiOs(1998).However,over the shortranges used in this thesis,the 

factor wasfound to be insignificant with respectto all the data and the final epitaxial#. 

In termsofthe S model,the only significantterm wasfound to be the oven 

temperature.The data scattering effectofsurface roughness as noted in the omega data 

was not presentin the epitaxial #.This was probably caused bythe phase ratio and the 

phi scan data outweighing the omegascan data. 

Strength ofRegression Models and Conformation Runs 

Table 4.9,page 88,shows F-values and R^ valuesfor all the models.The R^ 

valuesfor mostofthe models indicated arather high lack offit. Schmidtand Launsby 

give possible reasons forlow R^:(1)the factors are notrelated to the response,(2)low 
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Table 4.9Performance ofRegression Models 

Model Name F 

Y-bar(OmegaFWHM) 593 051 

S-bar(OmegaFWHM) 998 095 

Y-bar(Phi FWHM) 622 052 

S-bar(Phi FWHM) 094 062 

Y-bar(Phase Ratio) 600 051 

S-bar(Phase Ratio) 411 088 

Y-bar(Epitaxial If) 569 050 

S-bar(Epitaxial#) 299 084 

Note:See pages38 and41 for definitions of and F. 
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and high settings ofthe factors too close together,and(3)the model used is wrong. 

(1998).On the first point,the values ofF=6for all the Y models suggestthat the 

variance in the response is notjust arepresentation ofthe total population’s mean 

variance. Also,for the omega and phase ratio S models,F values were near or exceeded 

6,indicating that there wassome relationship between the independent vanables and the 

dependent variable in the Y and S models.For the second point,thelow and high 

settings, with the exception ofthe withdrawal velocity,were set apart at distances as large 

as possible while still obtaining meaningful results.Forinstance,when a concentrated 

solution 0.25M was hydrolyzed by a degree of1.3 it caused precipitates to fall outof 

solution,indicating that parameter was bound to by an upper limit of0.25M. 

However,dealing with the third point,the model may be wrong asthe 

assumptions oflinearity and no interaction ofterms may not be true. The 2-levei Taguchi 

L12design does not accountfor any nonlinearly and or interactions between the terms. 

Any adjustments made to include quadratic and interactionterms would lessen the degree 

oforthogonality through confounding or aliasing ofall the factors with one another.Such 

confounding or multicplinearity could lead to incorrect results such asthe reversal of 

signs on the regression coefficients. Another source oferror may have incurred during the 

XRD analysis. Several scans producedlow signal-to-noise ratios. Thatis thatthe peaks 

barely rose above the background levels. This was probably dueto small deposition 

thicknesses or large amountsofthe coating remaining in an undetectable amorphous 

state. 
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Eight confirmation runs were preformed atthe settings described in Table 4.10, 

page91,to testthe observed trends. The same weighting coefficients asfound from the 

Taguchi L12screening experiments were used for calculating epitaxial #.The results, 

shown in Table4 10,indicate drastic improvementin the omega,phi,phase ratio,and 

finally the epitaxial #.This suggests thatthe identified trends were to some degree 

correctly predicted by the regression coefficients on all the models.In comparison of 

sharpness ofthe data with the work done by Vineet Lasrado on ORNLRABiTS nickel, 

the average omegaFWHM value forthe confirmation runs(11.94°)is slightly higherthan 

the average ofthe values reported(10.55°).The average phiFWHM(12.31°)is lower 

than the average reported value(15.75°).Finally,with regards to in-plane twinning of 

LaAlOa,both(100)and the(110)poles were visible on pole figures ofthe confirmation 

run samples.Figure 4.7,page 92,showsa LaAlOa pole figure.The intensity ofthe in 

plane twin is about halfofthe(100)material.In-plane twinning has been reported by 

both ORNLand Vineet Lasrado.(Lasrado,1998;ORNL Annual Report.1998) 

LaAlOa/NiO/Ni Scheme Results 

A textured(100)NiO layer was deposited onsomeNisubstrates after resistive 

aimealing for one hour.This procedure,developed by Marvis White,was outlined earlier 

in Chapter 3.Verification ofthe epitaxial cube textured NiO wasaccomplished through 

phase,phi,and omegascans.A NiO phase scan is presented in Figure 4.8,page 93. 

Figure 4.9,page 94,shows an omegascan ofthe NiO(200),figure 4.10,page 95,shows 

a phi scan of(111)NiO,and Figure 4.11,page96,shows aNi(111)pole figure.LaAlOs 
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Table 4,10 Confirmation Runs 

Factor Settings 

OvenTemperature 1150"C,Oven Atmosphere4%H2,Oven 
Time Ihr,Surface Roughness0(Polished),Degreeof 

Hydrolysis 1.3,Solution Concentration O.IM,Withdrawal 
Rate4cm/min 

Results 

ConfimationRun# 

Omega 
FWHM 

Phi 

FWHM 
Phase Epitaxial 
Ratio # 

0 0 
1 12.45 12.19 344.0 6.49 

2 10.60 10.80 727.0 18.19 

3 10.24 10.81 708.0 18.31 

4 11.63 11.34 567.0 12.33 

5 10.52 11.58 662.0 15.57 

6 12.43 12.49 418.0 7.70 

7 12.64 11.84 464.0 ' 8.87 

8 15.01 17.42 172.0 1.88 

Average 11.94 12.31 507.8 11.17 

Standard Deviation 1.47 2.01 182.0 5.55 
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was coated and thermally processed at950-1150°C on the NiO substrates.Phase scans 

reveal that samples processed at 1150“C no longer have NiO(lOO)peaks,while samples 

attemperatures below 1150°C still have NiO(lOO).The NiO may have decomposed or 

reverted to an amo^hous state at 1150°C. 

Table 4.11,page 98,showsthe results ofLaAlOs omega scans and phi scansfor 

NiO substrate samples.The mean values ofphi and omegascansfor all the processed 

samples were only 14.60° and 17.41° respectively which is significantly higherthan those 

obtained on Plastronic“A”nickel. The poor results may be caused by the inclusion of 

LaAlOs atomsin the NiO matrix.Some ofthe samplesshowed signs ofenlarged d-

spacing through peak shifts on phase scans.According to Marvis White,this suggests the 

inclusion ofother atoms(possibly LaAlOa)within the NiO matrix thereby increasing its 

d-spacing.This shifting mayintroduce further mismatch between the LaAlOs and the 

NiO and could accountfor the poor results. 

Additional amountsofoxygen were added during heattreatment ofthe LaAlOs 

coated NiO/Nisamples.The goal wasto simulate processing in an air environment. 

However,the addition ofoxygen by5 volume%volume made only the NiO peak grow 

and the LaAlOsphase scanpeaks became undetectable.The poor omega,phi,and phase 

ratio values in addition to inability to offer a benefitofeliminating special processing 

atmosphere suggest thattextured NiO may not offer afeasible alternative tojustthe cube 

textured nickel substrate. 
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Table 4.11 Resultsfor LaAlOs on Cubic Textured NiO Substrate 

Sample PhiFWHM 

ID o 
K27 13.70 

K28 17.82 

K29 13.04 

K30 12.29 

K24 11.12 

K31 17.73 

K32 16.47 

Averages 14.60 

OmegaFWHM 

0 
16.35 

21.37 

13.80 

14.51 

17.21 

20.91 

17.69 

17.41 
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 ' . LaAlOs on Resistively Annealed Plastromc Nickel 

It wasintended for the resistive annealing time to be the eighth factor in the 

Taguchi L12screening design.However,mechanicalfailure ofthe diffusion pump made 

it impossible to include resistive annealing parts in the screening design matrix. 

Recrystallization was accomplished as previously stated during the thermal treatment 

after LaAlOs coating. 

Surface Roughness Measurements with Optical Profilometer 

Surface roughness measurements were madefor the unannealed Plastronic“A' 

nickel,electropolished Plastronic“A”nickel,Plastronic“B”nickel that was resistively 

annealed for 1 hour and for20 V2 hours,NiO on Plastronic“B”nickel,and LaAlOs 

coated nickel samples.Tables 4.12-4.17,pages 100-105,show the results for each type of 

sample and Table 4.18,page 106,showsthe comparison ofall the results.In Tables4.12 

-4 17,each cell represents areading taken at a different pointon the sample or on 

another sample prepared in the same way. 

The unannealed Plastronic“A”had less roughness than those samples annealed 

at 1 and 2014 hours The greater surface roughness may be explained by grain boundary 

grooves.In a grain boimdary grooving study on cube-textured nickel by Conrad Simon, 

grain boimdary groove depth wasshown to increase with time in nickel samples annealed 

above 800°C(Simon,1999) Samples resistively annealed at 55 amps or higher typically 
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Table 4.12 Surface Roughness Results for Plastronic“A”Nickel 

Ra Units Ra Units 

0.497 Microns 0.439 Microns 

0.485 
f1 fl 

0.446 If tf 

0.455 
fl If 

0.433 
If fl 

0.290 
If fl 

0.363 ff If 

0.288 
II If 

0.391 If If 

0.373 
If tf 

0.414 It II 

0.451 
II II 

0.397 
M fl 

0.362 
II II 

0.393 
If II 

0.359 
II II 

0.349 
II fl 

0.304 
If If 

0.540 If fl 

0.924 
II II 

0.335 
II II 

0.432 
II II 

0.345 II II 

0.542 
II II 

0.328 fl II 

0.361 
If II 

0.327 II II 

0.400 
It II 

0.382 II II 

0.425 
If II 

0.481 II ft 

0.374 
II II 

0.632 fl ff 

0.363 
If II 

0.357 It If 

0.500 
II II 

0.596 II II 

0.465 II 11 

Average 
0.426 Microns 

StandardDevation 

0.114 Microns 

Note:Each cell represents a reading taken ata different pointonthe sample oron another 

sample prepared in the same way.See page 59for definition ofRa. 
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Table 4.13 Surface Roughness Results for Polished Plastronic“A”Nickel 

Ra Units Ra Units 

0.882 Microns 0.541 Microns 

0.878 0.257 
f ?? 

0.921 0.230 
I ft 

0.970 0.243 
f fl 

0.630 0.312 
I tf 

0.526 0.437 
f »» 

0.514 0.461 
? fl 

0.627 0.457 
I It 

0.720 0.377 
I fl 

0.660 0.614 
f ff 

0.661 0.565 
f ff 

0.702 0.568 
f ff 

0.546 0.453 
t II 

0.440 0.469 
f ff 

Average 

0.559 Microns 

Standard Deviation 

0.197 Microns 
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Table 4.14 Surface Roughness Results for Short-Term Annealed Plastronic“B99 

Ra Units Ra Units 

0.459 Microns 0.780 Microns 

0.950 
ft ff 

0.360 
f ff 

1.500 
ff tl 

0.354 f ff 

1.200 
ff ff 

0.532 f ff 

1.200 
ff ff 

0.731 
t ff 

0.760 
ft ft 

0.469 
t ff 

1.700 
tl tl 

0.258 f ff 

1.400 
ft ff 

0.507 f If' 

2.100 
ff ff 

0.932 f ff 

1.300 
ff ff 

0.470 f ft 

1.200 
ff ff 

1.200 
f II 

0.760 
ff ff 

Average 
0.9 Microns 

Standard Deviation 

0.5 Microns 

Note;Samples were resistively annealed for 1 hour. 
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Table 4.15 Surface Roughness Results for Long-Term Aimealed Plastronic“B”Nickel 

Ra Umts Ra Units Ra Units 

0.55 Microns 0.81 Microns 0.84 Microns 

0.97 
fl II 

0.69 
II If 

0.72 
If 11 

200 If If 
0.56 II II 

0.93 
II II 

1.88 II II 
0.64 II II 

0.55 
It II 

1.27 
II II 

0.59 II II 
1.09 

II II 

1.68 
II II 

0.89 II II 
0.80 

II II 

0.84 II I? 
0.73 II II ' 

1.05 
II II 

149 
It II 

0.49 II II 
0.61 It II 

1.72 II II 
0.62 II II 

1.07 
II II 

0.95 
II II 

0.68 II II 
0.58 

II II 

1.12 
II II 

0.56 
II II 

0.94 II II 

0.77 
II II 

1.16 II II 
1.34 

II II 

0.67 
II II 

0.80 II II 
1.31 II II 

0.87 
II II 

0.74 II II 
1.07 

II II 

1.05 
II II 

1.19 It II 
0.76 

11 II 

2.04 II II 

1.61 II II 
2.35 II II 

2.03 II 11 

0.69 II II 
0.61 II II 

2.43 II II 
0.80 II II 

0.53 
II II 

0.86 II II 
0.81 It II 

0.59 
II II 

0.62 II II 

1.31 II II 
0.91 

II II 

0.84 II II 
0.66 II 11 

1.33 II II 

1.15 
II II 

0.77 II II 
1.09 

II II 

1.65 
II II 

1.12 II II 
1.78 II II 

0.98 II II 
1.23 II II 

0.86 
II II 

0.86 II II 

0.66 II II 
0.47 

II II 

0.87 
II II 

0.63 II II 

0.79 II II 

0.77 II II 
0.57 II II 

0.72 II II 

0.93 
II II 

1.08 II II 
0.96 

11 II 

0.92 
II II 

0.80 II II 

1.11 
II II 

0.50 II II 

0.75 II II 

1.18 
II 11 

0.70 II II 

0.74 II II 

Average 
0.98 Microns 

Standard Deviation 

0.42 Microns 

Note;Samples were resistively aimealed for20 1/2 hours. 
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Table 4.16 Surface Roughness Resultsfor Cube Textured NiO Samples 

Ra Units 

^ Microns 
II It 

086 
II II 

1 33 
II II 

1 24 
II II 

1 08 
II II 

1 15 
11 II 

067 
II II 

089 
It II 

069 
It 11 

1 02 
II II 

1 24 
II II 

0.97 
II II 

1 29 

Average 
103 Microns 

Standard Deviation 

022 Microns 
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Table 4.17 Surface Roughness Results for LaAlOa Coated Samples 

Ra Units Ra Units Ra Units 

2.32 Morons 0.64 Morons 1.56 Morons 

1.41 
ff l( 

0.85 
tl (I 

1.83 
It It 

0.77 
ft II 

2.14 II II 
1.47 

II If 

2.71 
II II 

2.69 
II 11 

1.95 
II II 

3.78 
II If 

0.83 II If 
1.52 

II II 

1.77 
tl II 

0.34 11 II 
1.98 

II II 

2.77 
II II 

0.43 II II 
1.21 

II II 

1.63 II II 
0.35 

II II 
2.63 II II 

1.04 
II II 

0.75 
II II 

1.89 
II II 

1.40 
II II 

0.44 II II 
2.13 

II II 

1.72 
II II 

1.14 
II II 

1.09 
It II 

1.61 
II II 

3.57 
II II 

2.69 
II II 

1.75 
II II 3.72 II II 

2.15 
II II 

1.98 
II II 

2.99 II II 
2.33 II II 

2.53 II II 
1.33 II II 

3.13 II II 

1.05 II II 
2.53 II II 

1.79 II It 

1.43 
II II 

2.95 II II 2.41 II II 

2.09 
II II 

1.87 
II II 

0.77 
II II 

2.08 
II II 

1.90 II II 
1.02 

II II 

3.80 II II 
1.73 II II 

2.29 II II 

1.72 II II 

Average 1.84 Morons 

StandardDeviation 0.80 Morons 

Note:Conditions for LaAlOs coating were oven temperature of1150°C,oven time of1 

hour,oven atmosphere of4%hydrogen in argon,degree ofhydrolysis of1.3,withdrawal 

rate of4ctti/min,and samples were polished. 

Samples used were CONI through CON4. 
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Table 4.18 Comparison ofSurface Roughness for Various Substrates 

SampleType AverageRa Units Standard Deviatio Units 

Unannealed"A' 0.43 Mcrons 0.11 Microns 

Unannealed"A"&Polished 0.56 
I (I 

0.20 tf t 

ShortTerm Annealed"B" 0.90 I ft 
0.50 »r r 

LongTerm Annealed”B(f 
0.98 t M 

0.42 If f 

NiO on Ni 1.03 
f tf 

0.22 
tf t 

Coated withLaA103 1.84 
t tf 

0.80 ft t 
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reached temperatures in excess of1200°C.In samples processed atfor 2014 hours,the 

grain boundaries became highly noticeable on the optical profilometer scans.The nickel 

oxide and coated LaAlOs samplesshowed the greatest surface roughness.These results 

may be compromised because ofthe different effects dissimilar materials have on light. 

The following is taken from the manufacturer’s manual. 

“A thin film is considered transparent,and it musthave a substrate layer below it. 

Because the(thm)film is transparent,there is an additional phase change upon 

reflection from the underlying substrate.” 

This suggests that the signal returned to the optical profilometer has been 

modified in an unaccounted way by either the LaAlOs thin film orthe NiO film.The 

optical profilometer provides a dissimilar material analysis option.However,aportion of 

the substrate has to be presentin the scan.This would only allow regions near the 

meniscus line ofcoating to be examined on LaAlOs coatings. Thisregion has been shown 

to be athick region nonrepresentative oflarger constantthickness region as seen away 

from the meniscus region by Vineet Lasrado(1998). 

Finally,unannealed samplesthat were polished did nothave lowerRavaluesthan 

those that were polished The effectiveness ofthe polishing is thus in question.The 

brightness originally observed when the polishing was optimized may be due to etching 

away ofthe surface contaminants.Asaresult,the surface roughness factor in the Taguchi 

LI2matrix may notreally be a measure ofthe surface roughness but probably thatof 

removalofsurface material and contaminants.Surface contaminants have been 
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mentioned as a possible negative factor to the epitaxial growth(Shoup et al. 1998).This 

may explain the positive effectthe polishing/etching had on the omegaFWHM and the 

phase ratio 
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CHAPTERS 

ECONOMICANALYSISOFSOL-GELBASED FILM COATING 

SCHEME 

HTSCProduction Objective and Goals 

The production objectives ofacommercial process to produceHTSC were based 

onthe work done by Dr.James Chapman on MOCVD,e-beam,andPLD processes(see 

Chapman,1998,1999).The production objectives were 18,000 kilometers ofHTSC 

conductortape per year for ten years at a plant capacity factor of65%.A cost goal for the 

production ofthe conductor material was set at$10.00/kA-m.Achieving this goal would 

be necessary forthe superconducting materials to replace copper in large-scale 

applications in the electrical industry(Muehlhauser,1997). 

HTSC Conductor Scheme 

It was assumed thatRABiTS nickel substrates will be produced in ten centimeter 

width by one kilometer length foil. Asafinal step the tape would be slit into one 

centimeter width pieces and cutto customer specified lengths. TheRABiTS layer 

architecture was assumed to be 38.1 microns thick mckelfollowed by double-sided 

coating ofone micron thick LaAlOs buffer layer andtwo micron thick YBCO layer on 

each side. Jc of10^ A/cm^for applications involving no external magnetic fields and Jc of 
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10^ A/cm^for applications in a perpendicular five tesla magnetic field were assumed for 

HTSC quality performance. 

Sol-Gel Processing Scheme 

Figure 1.1,page 4,provides a processflow diagram ofa sol-gel based film 

coating process to produce high Tc superconductors on RABiTS nickel. This sol-gel 

processing scheme assumed thatthe precursor solution and RABiTS nickel will be 

produced on-site in addition to the final product.The precursor preparation scheme 

assumed thatthe raw materials,metal alkoxides and organic solvents,would be 

purchased from the suppliers and then transformed into precursor sols on-site.These on 

site steps would involve dissolving metal organics in solvents,mixing ofmetal organic 

solutions,conversion ofmetal organicsto usableform,and partial hydrolysis ofmetal 

organics to form precursor sols. The conversion processfor this study assumed thatthe 

metal alkoxides require ligand substitution by reactions with organic solvents at then-

bubble pointtemperatures 

RABiTS nickel production on-site would involve rolling and annealing ofthe 

mckel tape.TheRABiTS nickel will be rolled into length ofone kilometer and ten 

centimeters in width and stored on spools.The material will be batch annealed at800°C 

fortwo hours to promote sharpening ofthe nickel textures 

The final production ofthe HTSCconductors would involve a continuous dip 

coating scheme followed bythermaltreatment.The RABiTS nickel is continuously 

drawn through the buffer layer sol-gel solution and then into a pyrolyzing unit.The 
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pyrolyzing unit will utilize excess amounts ofoxygen and heatto combustthe volatile 

organic solvents into COx and NOx gases.The gases are exhausted to downstream air 

quality treatment units while the nickel is wound up on a spool.Figure 5.1,page 112, 

showsasimple conceptual diagram ofthe process.These spools are thentaken to retort 

furnaces where they can be batch processed at high temperatures in controlled 

atmospheres.The coating and thermal processing is again repeated for coating the 

superconducting material layer. Then a passivation layer wasassumed to be applied in an 

similar fashion thatthat used currently on copper magnet wire.Finally,the multilayer, 

coated conductor is slit as the very last processing step. 

Capital Costs Associated with Precursor Solution Production 

Precursor solution processing equipment was sized based on 100% capacity 

factor.In addition,a85% materials utilization factor was used to reflect losses ofsolution 

through leaks,spills,evaporation,slitting ofthe conductor atfinal stage,and etc.. 

Thereby,the total amountofprecursor solution required per year wascalculated at 

52,309 gallons of O.IM La[Al[0CH2CH20CH3]6 and 124,994 gallons of0.026M 

Cu303Ba2Y[0CH2CH20CH3]7.The Appendix givesthe calculations used for the 

equipmentsizing and production requirements in this costing study.Equipmentwas 

assumed to be operated on a batch mode.The number ofbatches per year wasassumed to 

be fifty-three or roughly once per week. 
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Based on these production assiunptions the following processing equipment were 

assumed necessary for the production ofthe precursor solutions.Four 1,000 gallon,one 

1,500 gallon,one 2,000 gallon,and one 2,500 gallon stationary mixing tanks would be 

needed.Thefour 1,000 gallon and the one 1,500 gallon stationary mixing tanks could be 

used as dissolvers for each ofthe metal alkoxides in their respective organic solvent.The 

2,000 and the 2,500 gallon tanks could be used asthe mixing imits,where the solution 

would also be partially hydrolyzed.They could also act as an intermediate storage from 

which the continuous or batch dispension to the dip coaters could occur. Allthese 

stationary mixing tanks would continuouslychum the materials atlow speedsthrough 

agitation devices like shaft-mounted,off-set blades.Two additional 10,000 gallon carbon 

steel storage tanks would be used to unload and store solventthe from tanker tmcks. 

The metal alkoxides are assmned to be purchased in a pureform.Thatis yttrium 

isopropoxide,barium isopropoxide,lanthanum isopropoxide,and aluminum sec-butoxide 

are assumed to be purchased from out-side sources and no additional purification would 

be necessary.However,the metal alkoxides will be converted to metal2-

methoxyethoxides by ligand exchange with 2-methoxyethanol at bubble point conditions. 

Thereby,two batch reactors with agitators and heatingjackets will be necessary to carry 

outthe reaction.Two2,000 gallon batch reactors are assumed to be used to perform the 

reflux reactions in the yttrium^arium and lanthanum/aluminum alkoxide systems. 

Y,Ba,Laisopropoxides and A1sec-butoxide ligand substitution reactions with 2-

methoxyethanol would produce discemable amoxmtsofisopropanol and butanol.Based 

on the vapor pressure data posted atthe NIST Chemistry WebBook site on the Internet, 

the relative volatility ofisopropanol/2-methoxyethanol system is 1.9 and the butanol/2-
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methoxyethanol system is 1.1 at atmospheric pressures and respective,bubble point 

temperatures.(NIST,2000)This suggeststhatthe isopropanol but not butanol may be 

economically recoverable using vapor-liquid equilibrium methodssuch as distillation. 

Ninety percentIPA(isopropanol)trades for roughly $0.26/lb according to the Purchasing 

Online’s bulk chemicals listing(Purchasing Online,2000).Assuming 100%conversion, 

there would be5 mol%IPA in the barium/yttrium reflux system and 2.5 mole%IPA in 

the lanthanum/alummum reflux system in the productstream.Thistranslates into only 

$50,000 over aten year life ofthe plant used aforementioned costs.However,it is 

unlikely thatthis resale value will cover the costofrecovery ofIPA. However,ifsome 

solubility problems should arise in regards to the contamination of2-methoxyethanol, 

then the removal ofIPA may be warranted.This was assumed in this case study,and a 

small,sieve-tray distillation column was designed for mounting on a batch reactor. The 

batch reactor would act like a reboiler and the system could be keptin total reflux imtil 

the reaction had progressed to a desired conversion. 

The capital costofthe processing equipmentwas estimated based onthe purchase 

costs.Purchase prices were obtained from charts and “rules ofthumb”in Peters’ and 

Timmerhaus’Plant Engineering and Economicsfor Chemical Engineers(1991). Prices 

were adjusted for inflation by using the Marshall and Swiftindex for all industries 

(“Chemical Engineering”,2000).Installation and other additional costs were assessed 

using correlations from Peters and Timmerhausonfluid processing plants(pp. 171-183). 

Table 5.1,page 115,showsa breakdown summary ofthe capital cost associated with the 

precursor solution processing equipment.The majority ofthe total purchase price for 

equipmentwas due to the reactor vessel consistmg ofa glass-lined,carbon steel shell,a 
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Table 5,1 Capital Costs Associated with Precursor Solution Production 

Item PurchasePrice Cost 

Mixing Tanks $111,000 
Solvent Storage Tanks $48,000 
BatchReaction Vessels $202,000 

Distillation Columns ShellFabrication $20,000 

Sieve Trays&Associated StructuralParts $23,000 
Condensers $6,000 

TotalPurchasePrice $410,000 

AdditionalItems Cost 

Ph3^icalInstallation ofEquipment(55%purchase price) $225,500 
Associated Piping Labor&Materials(66%ofpurchase price) $270,600 

ElectricalInstallation(10%ofpurchase price) $41,000 
BasicInstrumentation&Controls(13%ofpurchase price) $53,300 

Insulation Costs(8%ofpurchase price) $32,800 
TotalAdditional Costs $623.200 

TotalCapital Cost ofPrecursorProcessing Equipment $1.033.200 

Note;Precursor Solution includes both LaAlOa and YBCO. 
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10 hp,120rpm,agitator,a heatingjacket,and athermometer well.The total capital cost 

ofthe precursor processing equipment was estimated to be about $1,000,000. 

Capital Costs Associated with the DirectProduction ofHTSC Coated Conductor 

Tape 

The direct production costofHTSC coated conductortap entails RABiTS nickel 

production,two sol-gel coating layers,thermaltreatmentfor each layer,and some final 

packaging steps including slitting and the addition ofa passivation/insulation layer. Table 

5.2,page 117,showsthe various costs associated with the direct production ofthe HTSC 

coated conductor tape. 

RABiTS nickel is produced from purchased high purity nickel that is biaxially 

rolled and annealed to give cube-textured grain alignment.The rolling mill wasadopted 

from Chapman’s work(1998,1999).The mill hasten stages and each stage reduces the 

strip by twenty-five percent(Chapman,1998). All together,30-mil-thick nickelis 

reduced by ninety-five percent(Chapman,1998)to 1.5 mils.The rolling mill’s cost 

includes a control system that monitors and controls surface roughness and thickness 

(Chapman,1998). The batch-annealing furnace was also adopted from Chapman(1998, 

1999).It’s capabilities included 600kilometer per batch and operation in a protective, 

forming gas atmosphere(Chapman,1999).The cost estimates for the direct production of 

HTSC coated conductor tape'is shownin Table 5.2,page 117. 

Coating ofthe RABiTS mckel with LaAlOa and YBCO is accomplished by a 

continuous,dip-coating apparatus.This apparatus is followed in-line by pyrolysis unit 
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Table 5.2 HTSC DirectProduction Capital Costs 

Items Capital Costs 

Rolling Mil $259.300 

HeatTreatmentFacilityforRABiTS Nickel $443.000 

ContinuousDip-CoatersA^OCPvrolvzing Units 112,9^^00,0 
RetortFurnacesfor Crystallization $230.720 

EnamelDip&DryInsulation'Process $1.000.000 

Slitting Machinery, $300.000 

Total Capital Cost 
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which would remove and combustthe toxic solvents.Figure 5.1,page 112,illustrates the 

conceptofa continuous dip-coater followed by an in-line pyrolyzer.The tape isfed from 

the take-out reel,then drawnthrough the sol-gel solution vertically,then taken directly 

through a pyrolyzer,and then is collected on atake-up reel. Costestimatesfor the 

continuous,dip-coating systemsfor LaAlOs and YBCO sol-gel solutions are shown in 

Table 5.2,page 117.The cost estimate for the dip-coating system was provided by Matt 

Vega,ChematInc.(Vega,2000).An entire system ofdip-coaters was sized to process 

5.27 meters per min,which isthe minimum continuous production rate to meetthe yearly 

production goals(2,769,231 meters,preslit). Line speeds were estimated to applythe 

desired thickness in one dip per coating from data in Vineet Lasrado’s work.Thatdata 

suggestthat at3cm/min,afilm thickness of1200angstroms is deposited.The appendix 

showsthe calculations ofthe film thickness based on this design’s withdrawal rate. 

The costofthe pyrolyzer was also gathered by Vega.The necessary pyrolyzer 

length for the aforementioned line speeds was estimated to be about eightfeet. The 

pyrolyzer unit is capable ofrunning at400°C and metering in pure oxygen.Both costs 

(pyrolyzer&dip-coater)werethen doubled to accountfor the additional units necessary 

to make up the time lost in loading,winding,unwinding,and unloading.According to 

Paul Kramer,Kramer Koatings Inc.,the winding/unwinding would be averytime' 

consuming task.(Kramer,2000) 

RetortFurnacesfor crystallization ofthe thin-films were quoted byDan Lipsi of 

ElectraProducts Company,Inc.(Lipsi,2000).The retortfurnaces were fitted with carts 

for loading and unloading ofspools in protective atmosphere.Other capabilities include 

maximum operational temperature of1150°C,safe operation with hydrogen atmospheres. 
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and multi-program control system.A standard retortfurnace with working space of16' 

by21”by24”with above capabilities had a xmit price of$32,000.Four units for YBCO 

crystallization and one umtfor LaAlOs crystallization were calculated as necessary in 

Appendix C.Thereby,the total purchase cost with adjustments of25%for physical 

installation,9%for insulation,and 15%for electrical installation, was$230,720for the 

retortfurnace system 

Final packaging ofthe coated conductor involves adding a passivation/insulation 

layer and slitting to customer specified widths,which was assumed as one centimeter in 

this study.The enamel dip and dry process in Chapman’s study was used(1998,1999). 

This process was patterned after the one used in the making ofcopper magnet wire.The 

slitting operation could be outsourced or performed in-plant.In regards to outsourcing of 

the slitting operation,Wayne Etchells,Metlon Inc.,had quoted $11.95 per spool.This 

works outto an annual costof$33,000 plus shipping.Over the ten-year plant life this 

becomes at least$330,000.Whereas,John Smero,Metal Conversion SystemsInc., 

quoted only $300,000for alight-gauge slitting machine capable ofoperating atseveral 

hundred feet per minute.Thereby,it would probably be more economical to have the 

slitting operation on-site than to outsource,and the in-plant equipmentcostis shown in 

Table 5.2,page 117. 

Facilities Related Capital Costs 

Table 5.3,page 120,lists all the capital costs associated with the facilities. These 

facilities were assumed to be approximately similar to those used by Chapman(1998, 
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Table 5.3 Facilities Capital Cost 

AdditionalItems Capital Costs 

Building $3,720,000 

YardImprovements $500,000 

Electrical Substation $1,000,000 

Q/A TestFacility $1,500,000 

Emission Cleanup System $250,000 

TotalFacilities Capital Cost $6.970.000 
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1999). The building was sized at 100,000 on 10 acres ofland(Chapman 1998,1999). 

On-site facilities included a twenty-five megawatt,electrical substation and a quality 

assurance laboratory with general purpose laboratory equipmentincluding,XRD,SEM, 

TGA,AFM,and a superconductivity testing device(Chapman 1998, 1999).The facilities 

also accommodated for emission cleanup ofpyrolyzer off-gases. Off-gases would mainly 

consistofCOx and NOx with alimited number ofnon-combusted VOC.Anemission 

control device was assumed m accordance with Chapman’s work(1999). This device 

includes astack-mounted flare for further VOCcleanup and a selective catalytic 

reduction system to reduce nitrogen oxides(NOx). 

Total Capital Cost 

The total capital cost is shown in Table 5.4,page 122.A couple ofadditional 

factors were included to generate the total capital cost. Architect’s and engineer’sfee of 

15% was added. Also,a project contingency of20% was assessed on top ofthat subtotal. 

Both factors were adopted from Chapman’s work(1998,1999).A process contingency 

wasnot directly included since it was assumed thatthe process was notundeveloped. 

Manufacturing Costs 

The manufacturing costsincluding utilities, maintenance,labor,and raw material 

purchase,were figured on a yearly basis.Table 5.5,page 123 showsthe yearly costs 
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Table 54Total Capital Cost 

Capital Components 

PrecursorProcessingEquipment 

HTSCDirectProduction Equipment 

Facilities 

Subtotal 

Architect's&.Engineer'sFees 

Subtotal 

Contingency^20%^ 

Total Capital Cost 

Cost 

$1.033.200 

$15.193.020 

$6.970.000 

$23,196,220 

$3.479.433 

$26,675,653 

$5.335.131 

$32,010,784 
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Table 5.5 Operating Costs 

Item Yearly Cost 

Labor $8,836,380 
Raw Materials $17.708.826 

Utilities $3.000.000 

Maintenance00%ofTotal Capital Cost^ $3.201.078 

Total Manufacturing Costs $32,746,285 
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associated with each'ofthe four components.Utilities and maintenance costs were 

assumed to be similar to those in Chapman’s work since the facilities are roughly 

considered to be the same Thatis that maintenance was 10%ofcapital cost,and utilities 

were $3,201,078(Chapman 1998, 1999). 

Labor costs were assumed to be $8,836,380.This cost was assumed to be roughly 

in the same order ofmagnitude as that presented in Chapman’s work on MOCVD 

(Chapman 1998,1999). This base case assumed 157employees with an average wage of 

$25 per hour plus26%for fringe benefits as adopted from Chapman’s assumptions 

(1998,1999).An example ofcost calculation is shown in the appendix.The most 

laborious tasks atsuch afacility may be associated with handling ofspools.Thatisthe 

loading and unloading ofspools from the dip coaters and from the furnaces. 

Individual raw material costs are listed in Table 5.6,page 125.Quotesfor the unit 

prices forthe solvents,triethanolamine and 2-methoxyethariol(methyl cellosolve),came 

from Union Carbide and Brown Chemicals respectively(Smucker,2000;Brown,2000). 

Metal alkoxides prices were estimated from small quantity prices given in an Alpha 

Aesar’s 1999-2000 catalog by scaling to larger quantities using the following function. 

UnitPrice =aP!’ 

,where a&b are constants andR is the amountofmaterialpurchased 

The Appendix showsthe calculations performed with Microsoft Excel’s power 

series regression for aluminum sec-butoxide and lanthanum isopropoxide.Lanthanum, 

yttrium,and barium isopropoxide units cost were in excess ofseveralthousand dollars 
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Table 5.6Raw Material Costs 

Raw Material 

Triethanolamine 

2-Methoxvethanol 

Lanthanum Isonronoxide 

Aluminum Sec-Butoxide 

Yttrium Isonronoxide 

Barium Isonronoxide 

Conner(IB Methoxide 

Mckel 

Cbcygen 

Total Cost 

Purity 

99.0% 

99.4% 

95.0% 

9mk 
95.0% 

99.0% 

98.0% 

99.9% 

99.9% 

Amount(lbs) UnitPrice($/lb) Yearly Cost 

368.712 $0.59 $217.600 

612.058 $1.45 $887.500 

9M5 $454.55 $4.536.400 

7.359 $0.62 $4.600 

4.886 $454.55 $2.223.000 

9.002 $454.55 $4.095.900 

7.177 $417.18 $2.994.300 

134.584 $17.36 $2.749.300 

776.435 $0.02 $17,600 

$1.7,708,826 
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per pound.It is assumed that this is to costly for acommercial process and lanthanum 

isopropoxide,yttrium isopropoxide,and barium isopropoxide were instead assumed to 

have unit prices of$1,000 per kilogram or $454.55 per povmd.This coincides with the 

base assumption that James Chapman made regarding the MOCVD precursors(1999). 

The sensitivity ofthis assumption is examined further in this chapter. 

Other material costs include the gases: argon,hydrogen,and oxygen,and the 

price ofhigh purity nickel Hydrogen and argon were used in batch processes,thereby the 

amounts were assumed to be small and consequently the price negligible in comparison 

with the other raw materials.The amountofoxygen was calculated assuming thatthree 

moles ofoxygen would be needed for every mole ofVOCsin the pyrolyzer.The unit cost 

ofoxygen was assumed to bethe same asthat presented by Chapman(1999).The cost 

associated with oxygen is relatively small,and thereby,it is unlikely that variation in the 

3:1 mole ratio will have significantimpacton the production cost.Finally,the unit costof 

high purity nickel was assumed to be the same as that presented in Chapman’s work 

(1999). 

Annual Capital Charge 

The capital costs,shown in Tables 5.1-5.4,pages 115,117,120,122,incur an 

annual costrelated to taxes,interest, depreciation,and money.The percentages oftotal 

capital costfor each charge component wasadopted directly from Chapman’s study 

(1998,1999).Table 5.7,page 127shows all the annual capital charge components and 
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Table 5.7 Annual Capital Charge Components 

Annual CoitalCharge Components 

CostofMoney(7.5%) $2.400.800 

Income Taxes(4.1%) $1.312.440 

Depreciation(10%1 $3.201.078 

Other Taxes(2.8%) $896.300 

Working Capital rO.2%1 $64.000 

Total(24.7%) $3^906,664 
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their amounts.Depreciation was determined by straight-line method over ten years 

(Chapman,1998,1999). 

Total Annual Cost&Produet Cost 

The total annual cost wasthe sum ofthe manufacturing costs plus the capital 

charges.The overall product cost was determined by dividing the total annual cost by the 

amountofcoated conductor produced.This number wasthen divided by a performance 

factor ofkiloamperes ofcritical current capacity. For base conditionsthe critical current 

capacity ofthe conductor was400amperes or0.4 kiloampere.The productcostforthe 

base case is shown in Table 5.8,page 129.The calculated productcost($5.65/lcA-m) 

meets the product cost goal of$10/kA-m for this base case Inherentto calculating the 

product costfor the base case were several key assumptions,as a resultthe sensitivity of 

product costto them are examined in the following sections. 

Sensitivity to Plant Capacity Factor 

Figure 5.2,page 130illustrates the variation ofproduct cost with plant capacity 

factor. Asthe plant capacity factor reaches one,the production rate approachesthe limit 

ofthe equipment size. Thereby,there is areduction ofexcess capital,which translates 

into alower annual capital charge that gradually reducesthe product cost. The 

broadening outofthe slope as the plant capacity approaches one suggests thatthe rising 

material costs begin to cutinto the savings made by reducing excess capital expenditure. 
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Table 5.8 Product Cost 
i. , 

Total Annual CostComponmts 

Manufacturing Costs $32.746.285 

Annual Capital Charges $7.906.664 

Total Annual Cost $40,652,949 

AnnualProduction(ml 18.000.000 

Critical Current Density(kAl 0.4 

ProductCost($/kA-m) 
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Atplant capacity factors of0.25 or less,the product costno longer meets the $10/kA-m 

objective. 

Sensitivity to Raw Material Costs 

One ofthe major assumptionsin the base case is the costofyttrium,barium,and 

lanthanum isopropoxides.Figure 5.3,page 132,showsthe variation ofthe productcost 

with a collection ofassumed valuesfor the costofthese raw materials.Atprices of 

$1750 per pound and greater,the productcost escalates above the product cost goal.On 

the other hand,when the price ofthe these precursors dropsto $100per pound then 

product cost is only $4.47/kA-m. 

Sensitivity to Material Utilization Factor 

Material can be lostthrough various waysincluding pipe leaks,slitting scrap,and 

hmnan error. The material utilization factor representthe decimalform ofthe percentage 

ofmaterial that actually produces the final product.Figure 5.4,page 133 showsthe 

variation ofproductcost with material utilization factor. When the amountofscrap or 

lost material is greater than 70%,then the product cost goal is no longer met.Ifall the 

material is utilized, which is an unrealistic goal,then the productcostbecomes 

$5.29/kA-m. 
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Sensitivity to Critical Current DensityPerformance 

One ofthe basic underlying assumptions is thatthe critical current density ofthe 

superconducting material will be 1,000,000 A/cm^.Figure 55,page 135,showsthe 

variation ofproduct cost with different critical current densities ofthe superconductor. 

Differences m the critical current densities can be caused by operating at different 

temperatures,by opposing magnetic fields,and by differing crystalline quality.Product 

cost sharply increases with declining critical current densities. At500,000 A/cm^,the 

product cost already exceeds the goal. At 100,000 A/cm^the product cost is $56/kA-m. 

This would correspond to current density results obtained in five tesla fields. 

Sensitivity to YBCO Thickness 

The base case assumed athickness oftwo microns ofYBCO film per side on a 

double-sided tape. ThinnerYBCO layers may become necessary,ifgood crystal quality 

cannot be demonstrated by the sol-gel method at such thicknesses. Figure 5.6,page 136 

shows the variation in product cost with YBCO total layer thickness.The total layer 

thickness is the thickness ofboth sides ofthe tape.The product cost goal is exceeded ata 

total layer thickness of1.75 microns or0.88 microns per side 
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Sensitivity to Dip Coater Line Speed 

Another importantassumption to be examined is the speed ofthe dip coating 

lines. Asthe speed ofthe lines increase,then the number oflines needed to obtain the 

yearly throughput is decreased. Also,the numberofdip coating units on each line 

decreases dueto increased thickness per passthrough a dip coating tank.However,the 

increased amountofmaterial per pass may notcompact sufficiently during pyrolysis and 

could effectthe overall quality ofthe end product.Figure 5.7,page 138,shows graph of 

the product cost versus the dip coating line speed(withdrawal velocity). The productrises 

sharply as the withdrawal rate ofthe lines decreases to under 10cm/min. 

Alternative Sol-Gel Scheme 

An alternative scheme for Sol-Gel was considered in regards to in-house or 

supplier-side precursor solution production.Forthe alternative scheme,YBCO and 

LaAlOa precursor solutions were assumed to be purchasedfrom a supplier.The capital 

costs ofthe facility were adjusted for removal ofthe necessary equipmentand labor.The 

costofeach precursor material wasthen calculated to achieve a productcost equalto 

$5.65/kA-m(in-house precursor production).This cost was determined to be $168 per 

gallon or$13 per pound ofprecursor solution.The total raw material costs for this 

scheme could equal $19,361,492 for production of115,247 gallons ofprecursor solution 

and still give a product costof$5.65/kA-m.At a precursor costs greaterthen $440per 

gallon then the productcostexceedsthe product cost goal. 
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Comparisonto Literature Findings 

Table 5.9,page 140,lists the product costs ofsol-gel base case(precursor 

production)along with the various literature findingsfor product costs based on the 

MOCVD,e-beam,andPLD schemes.These literature sources include the MOCVD,e-

beam,andPLD with RABiTS studies performed by Chapman(1998,1999)and an e-

beam process with IBAD performed by RobertHammond(1996)ofStanford University. 

It is importantto note that Hammond considered the HTSClayer to be only one micron 

thick and plant life wastaken over only five years. With adjustments ofa plant life to ten 

years and ofafour micron thick layer,the product cost would adjustto $1.21 /m or 

$3.03/kA-m.The product costofthe sol-gel base case is more expensive then e-beam 

scheme in Chapman’s work(1998).However,it is less expensive than all the other 

schemes listed(MOCVD,e-beam onIBAD substrates,and PLD). 
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CHAPTER6 

CONCLUSIONS&RECOMENDATIONS 

Conclusions with Regardsto Experimental Findings 

In conclusion,the effects ofseveral processing parameters on epitaxial growth of 

LaAlOson cube-textured nickel were successfully characterized using the TaguchiLI2 

screening experiments.The epitaxial growth was performed without annealing ofnickel 

before coating.The characterization involved the developmentofanon-dimensional 

term,epitaxial#,to weigh together the in-plane and out-plane sharpness along with the 

composition ofeach crystal orientation. This characterization also involved the successful 

developmentofvariance and response modelsthat could be used to identify trends in the 

epitaxial#and to differentiate significantfactors from insignificant ones.These models 

were developed on the sole basis ofeach experimental test’s(phi,omega,and phase 

scans)results and then on the combined performance niunber(epitaxial#)to confirm the 

existence oftrends in the responses and to locate the origins ofthem. 

The experimentalresults suggested thatthe major factors in determining the 

epitaxial growth were the oven temperature,the solution concentration,the oventime, 

and the oven atmosphere.Increasing oven time and temperature while decreasing 

solution concentration and maintaining4%hydrogen in argon produced higher epitaxial 

#’s.Eightconfirmation runs were used to validate the above trends. Results showed 

marked improvementin all aspects(phiFWHM,omegaFWHM,phase ratio).The phase 

scansshowed the presence ofone dominant peak ofLaA103(100).The averageFWHM 
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ofomegaand phi were 11.94°and 12.31° These were comparable to the omegaand phi 

FWHM average values of1055°and 15.75°reported by Vineet Lasrado using the ORNL 

supplied RABiTS nickelthat had been annealed prior to dip-coating(Lasrado 1'998). In-
j 

plane twins were also found at halfthe intensity as the(100)oriented LaAlOs.These 

were also reported in work done by Vineet Lasrado. 

The processing parameters that produced theimproved results were as follows-

Oven Temperature =1150°C Oven Time =1 hr 

Oven Atmosphere =4%H2in Ar Solution Concentration =010M 

WithdrawalRate =3cm/min Degree ofHydrolysis=13 

Surface Roughness=0(ElectropolishedState) 

Samplesthat were electropolished prior to coating also had an identifiable trend 

ofimproved epitaxial growth.Optical profilometer scans ofsurface roughness of 

polished and unpolished scans were,however,inconclusive as to showing any 

improvementin the surface roughness with the electropolishing work done here.Instead, 

the improved results may have been linked to the etching away ofpossible surface 

contaminants during the electropolishing process.In addition,optical profilometry 

. indicated that surface roughness increased between unarmealed and annealed cube-

textured nickel samples.Ra values increased from 0.43 to 0.98 microns with annealing 

times oftwenty hours plus.This may be explained by thermal grain boundary grooves 

developing during the annealing process. 

.. •’1 
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Finally,the use ofan intermediate cube-textured NiO layer wasexplored for 

processing in air and improved textures.The results indicated that it provided neither. At 

temperatures above 1050°C,the NiO layers broke down.In air,the NiO peaks grew on 

the phase scan,butthe LaAlOa peaks disappeared.Some phase scans indicated an 

enlarging ofthe lattice parameters suggesting possible cross-contamination between the 

LaAlOa and NiO. 

Conclusions with Regardsto Process Costing Study 

In conclusion,a sol-gel manufactunng coststudy wassuccessfully performed to 

determine the product cost($/kA-m)and to compare it vvith the other production methods 

under comparable production rates and specifications. The product costforthe base case 

conditions is $5.65/kA-m.This is within the objective of$10/kA-m for economic 

feasibility for large scale electrical applications. In comparison to other processing 

methods explored by Dr.James Chapman ofUTSIand RobertHammond ofStanford 

University,the sol-gel based processing scheme has a product cost greater than e-beam 

with RABiTS substrate and very similar to MOCVD($5.6/kA-m). 

The sensitivity to several key assumptionsincluding,material utilization,YBCO 

thickness,critical current density,plantcapacity,withdrawal velocity,and raw material 

prices were examined.Ascapacity factor increases,the product cost decreases 

exponentially.Increasing the material costs leads to linear growth in the product cost.By 

increasing the material utilization factor,the product cost is decreased exponentially. 

Decreasing the critical currentcapacity leads to a sharp exponential rise in the product 
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cost.Decreases in the YBCOfilm thickness leads to higher product costs. Thefollowing 

limits for each sensitivity variable were identified to remain within the product cost 

objective. 

YBCOthickness> 1 75 microns Jc> 5xl(f Material Utilization Factor> 0.30 

Plant CapacityFactor> 0.25 Raw MaterialPrice <$1750/lb 

The limitfor withdrawal velocity wasnot determined,butthe product cost was 

shown to rise exponentially to approximately $8/kA-m at withdrawal rate less than 10cm 

/min. 

Finally,the conceptofhaving precursor solution notproduced on site was 

explored.For unit prices of$168 per gallon then the product cost would remain 

unchanged.In orderto meetthe$10/kA-m goal,the precursor price can notexceed $440 

per gallon. 

Recommendations 

In termsoffuture characterization ofepitaxial growth,it is importantto 

investigate interaction terms when modeling the process.Time and temperature represent 

and obvious factors which may have some interactions.In addition,solution 

concentration may also form athree way interaction with these terms due to the factthat 

higher concentrations mean more material that has to be crystallized in the same period of 

time and under similar thermal input. Also ofinterest,mightbe investigations into 
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porosity ofthe buffer and HTSClayers prior to thermal treatment.Porosity could account 

for increases in thermal treatmenttime due to increased diffusion timesfor atomsto 

migrate to the growing epitaxial grams.They may also act as possible dislocation sites 

where the orientation ofcrystals forming around may be altered in orientation. 

Lastly,in order to keep the sol-gel product cost within the goal,the most 

influentialfactors(labor and material costs)mustbe addressed. Savingsin labor can 

resultthrough further automation or reduction m the number ofmanual tasks needed. 

Adjustmentsto the width and length ofprocessing tape dimensions should be considered 

to increase the amountofmaterial on a spool. This would increase the ratio ofprocess 

time to transition time for processes like dip-coating and batch thermaltreatmentfor 

crystallization. Consequently,there will be areduction in laborthrough less time and less 

number ofsessions ofmanualloading and unloading ofspools. Alternativesforthe raw 

metal alkoxide precursor used(particularly lanthanum,banum,yttrium isopropoxide) 

should be considered This alternatives may melude purchasing morefundamentalforms 

ofthese materials(like Y2O3)and transforming and purifying in-plant. Since,the total 

capital expense for sol-gel was muchlower than the other processes($17 million to $30+ 

million),there is extra capital money that can be spentto try to reduce the costs. Finally, 

there may be concerns about decreasing product quality with increased throughput.It 

may be necessary to examine the maximum amountofmaterial thatcan be putdown per 

pass and still maintain epitaxial growth throughoutthe final product.The limitations of 

the material’s crystallization rate combined with the nickel substrate’s tendency to 

recrystallize back into random orientations will complicate the determination ofthe 

optimal settings for this process. 
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Calculation ofSol-Gel Precursor Solution Production Requirements 

Basis 

Yearly Rate ofpre-spliced Conductor. 

Conductor Width. 

Capacity factor: 

Crystal Density ofLaAlOs: 

Crystal Density ofYBa2Cu307-

Molarity ofLaAlOa Precursor-

Molanty ofYBCO Precursor: 

Material Utilization Factor: 

YBa2Cu307 Molecular Weight-

LaA103 Molecular Weight-

YBa2Cu307Layer Thickness: 

LaA103Layer Thickness: 

#ofSides on Coated Conductor: 

2,769,231 m 

0.10m 

1 

6500kg/m^ 

6220kg/m^ 

0.10M 

0.026M 

0.85 

666.22g/mol 

213.89g/mol 

2X 10"^ m 

IxlO’^m 

2 

Volumetric Flowrate ofRequired Precursors Per Year Calculations 

MassofLaA103=(2)*(lxl0'V*(0.1m)*(2,769,231m)*(6500kg/m^)=3,600kg 

MassofYBa2Cu307=(2)*(2xl0V)*(0.1m)*(2,769,231m)*(6220kgW)=6,890kg 

(3,600kg)*(l,000g/kg)
MolesofLaA103 = =16,831 mol 

(213.89g/mol) 
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(6,890kg)*(l,000g/kg)
Moles ofYBaaCusO? = =10,342mol 

(66622g/mol) 

(16,831mol)*(026gal/L)
Volume ofLaAlOa Precursor Required = =52,309gal 

(0.1mol/L)*(0 85) 

(10,342mol)*(0.26gal/L)
Volume ofYBa2Cu307Precursor Required= =124,994gal

(0.026mol/L)*(0 85) 

Distillation Column Sizing(LaAlOa Unit) 

Basis 

Yearly Number ofBatch Rims* 53 

Feed Per Batch- 47,376 moles 2-Methoxyethanol 

1,121 moles Isopropanol(LightKey) 

1,121 moles Butanol(Heavy Key) 

Antione’s Constants-

Component A B C 

Butanol 4.55 1,351.56 -93.34 

Isopropanol 4.86 1,35743 -75.81 

2-methoxyethanol 5.06 1,853.56 -3084 
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Molar Compositions&Flowrates: 

Component Distillate Bottoms Distillate Molar Bottoms Molar 

Mole Mole Flow Rate Flow Rate 

Fraction Fraction (mol/sec) (mol/sec) 

0895 0009Isopropanol(LK) 0.99 0.0002 

0009 0895Butanol(HK) 0.01 00229 

0000 382072-methoxyethanol 0.00 0.9769 

Operating Reflux Ratio- 10 

Operating Pressure 1.01 bar 

Tray Efficiency: 80% 

Bottom’s Bubble Point Calculation 

B 
Antione’s Vapor Pressure Equation Ln P,=A,- with units T(K),P(bars)

(C.+T)’ 

p 
Distribution Coefficient K =——,assuming Raoult’s&Dalton’s Laws 

^Total 

#ofCoomponents #ofComponents 

Bubble Point Equation XE y.= EK 
1=1 1=1 

Strategy - Assume aT,then calculate y,,if^y, 1.0,then iterate aboutT until. 

TBottom 3977K Ptotai= 1.01 bar 
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Components X, K, y.=K,X, 

Isopropanol 0.000 1.878 0.000 

Butanol 0.023 1.096 0.025 

2-methoxyethanol 0.977 0.998 0.975 

1.000Zy 

Distillate’s Dew Point Calculation 

#ofComponents #of Components ,, 

Dew PointEquation j: § E1=1 

Strategy - Assume a T,then calculate ̂ x
1’

if X̂, 1.0,then iterate aboutT until. 

Toisttllate 3563K Ptotai =1.01 bar 

Components y. K. x,=y./K, 

Isopropanol 0.990 1.008 0.982 

Butanol 0.100 0.545 0.018 

2-methoxyethanol 0.000 0.525 0.000 

1.000I-

Average Column Temperature 

"^Distillate +Ti 356.3+397.7Bottom
Tcolumn — =377.0K 

2 2 
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Relative Volatility’s 

K 
^Temperature.ij 

K 
j 

Component K, aColumn,LK,HK 

Isopropanol(LK) 1.41 1.77 

Butanol(HK) 0.79 1.00 

2-methoxyethanol 0.74 093 

#ofTheoretical Trays at Infinite Reflux 

X /xD,LK B,LK
In 

Xd,hk/xB,HK
Fenske Equation N

mm 
-1=28 Trays 

InKolumn.LK,HK) 

Minimum Reflux Ratio Calculation 

Underwood’s method used(Underwood,1948) 

Assume a tp,then correct it to match the following equation 

tt Components„ y 
Feed,i

l-q= I ' 
a,-tp(=1 

Then find Rmm bythe following equation 

#Components^ ̂  
Feed.i 

Rmm E -1 
a,-tp(=1 

^PyC^Feed'-T istillate)D ,for saturated feed. 
^ “ A 

Cpv= 114.8 J/mol*K A=45,200 J/mol,constants based on butanol pure component 

valuesfrom NIST Chemistry WebBook 
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q=- =-0.10,Tpeed calculated m the same way as bottom’s bubble 
^ 45,200 

point temperature 

For tp =0.085,the first equation is true(1.10=1 10) 

Thereby,Rmm=0.05 

Number ofTheoretical Plates at Operating Reflux Ratio 

Gilliland Correlation used(Gilliland, 1940) 

R-R 
mm 
=0.90 

R+1 

N-N 
mmFrom correlation. =0.03,and thereby,N=30 

N+1 

Actual NumberofTravs 

NActuai=#ofTheoretical Trays/Tray Efficiency=38 

Distillation Column Sizing(YBCO Unit) 

Basis 

Yearly NumberofBatch Runs: 53 

Feed Per Batch 43,665 moles2-Methoxyethanol 

1,607 moles Isopropanol 
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Antione’s Constants 

Component A B C 

Isopropanol 4.86 1,35743 -75.81 

2-methoxyethanol 5.06 1,853.56 -30.84 

Molar Compositions&Flowrates: 

Component Distillate Bottoms Distillate Molar Bottoms Molar 

Mole Mole Flow Rate Flow Rate 

Fraction Fraction mol/s molIs 

Isopropanol 0.90 0.0037 0739 0082 

2-methoxyethanol 010 0.9963 0082 22231 

Operating Reflux Ratio. 10 

Tray Efficiency 80% 

Bottom’s Bubble Point Calculation 

P, 
Distribution Coefficient K,= ,assuming Raoult’s&Dalton’s Laws 

Pjotal 

#ofC( ments #ofC( ;nts 

Bubble Point Equation y. = 
1=1 1=1 

Strategy - Assume aT,then calculate y,,if2]y,^1-0,then iterate aboutT until. 

Tsottom 397.6K Ptotai = 1.01 bar 
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Components X1 
K, y.=K,x, 

Isopropanol 0.0037 1.876 0.007 

2-methoxyethanol 09963 0.997 0.993 

1.000Sy 

Distillate’s Dew Point Calculation 

#of inents #of Components 

Dew Point Equation X 
y,

2 K 
1=1 1=1 

Strategy - Assume aT,then calculate^x
1’

if X̂, 1.0,then iterate aboutT until. 

Toistillate 361.0K Ptotai = 1.01 bar 

Components y. K, x,= y,/K. 

Isopropanol 0.90 1.009 0.824 

2-methoxyethanol 0.10 0.569 0.000 

X 1.000S 

Average Column Temperature 

T +T, 361.0+3976^Distillate Bottom
Tcolumn — =379.3K 

2 2 

Relative Volatility 

K,^ 1.45 
a =1 90 

i.j Kj 0.76 

#ofTheoretical Travs at Infinite Reflux 
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^D.LK B,LK
In 

^D,HK B.HKFenske Equation N
min 

-1=18 Trays
In(aColumn,LK,HK) 

Minimum Reflux Ratio Calculation 

Underwood’s method used(Underwood,1948) 

Assume a cp,then correct it to match the following equation 

#Components 
I^Feed,I

l-q= E 
a,-tp;=1 

Then find Rm,n by the following equation 

#Components
“i^Feed,!

Rmin -1 
a,-cp(=1 

g _ CPyC^Feed'-T istillate)D ,for saturated feed 

Cpv= 108 J/mol*K A-45,200 J/mol,constants based onIPA pure component values 

from NIST Chemistry WebBook 

108(395.6-391.0) 
=-0.08,Tpeed calculated in the same way as bottom’s bubble^' 45,200 

pointtemperature 

For cp =0.075,the first equation is true(1.08 = 1.08) 

Thereby,Rniin= 0.05 

NumberofTheoretical Plates at Oneratmg Reflux Ratio 

Gilliland Correlation used(Gilliland, 1940) 

R-R 
mm 
=0.90 

R+1 
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N-N 
mmFrom correlation, =0.03,and thereby,N=20 

N+1 

Actual Number dfTrays 

NActuai=#ofTheoretical Trays/Tray Efficiency=25 

Distillation Columns Sizing(Identical Unitsfor YBCO&LaAlOa) 
t-

Distillation Column’s Flowrate Restrictions 

Max Allowable Vapor Velocity(V) V=Kv ̂ PoiPi -Pc,)^ from 

Peters&Timmerhaus pp 656-7 

Pf^=0\2Ib/ft^ Pi^ =60Ib/ft^,Property Data of2-methoxyethanol 

Kv=0.12ft/s,from Peters&Timmerhaus p.657,assuming 6”tray spacing 

V=(0 12ft/s)V(0.121b/ft')(601b/ft'-0.121b/ft')=0.321 lb/s*ft^ 

Acolumn =079ft̂ ,5%ofarea is assumed to be devoted to downcomers. 

thereby,Acoiumn=0.75 ft̂  

V=(0 75ft^)(0.3211b/sft^)=0.24 lb /s=0.11 kg /s= 1 4moles/sec,assuming molecular 

weight ofvapor the same as 2-methoxyethanol(75.65 g/mol) 

Voperatmg=(70%)(V)= 1 mol/sec, SL “rule ofthumb”from Peters&Timmerhaus 

Condenser Sizing 

Q=DCpv(TFeed-TDistiiiate)+DHvap+DCpi(TD,stiiiate-Tcooiant), where Q is the heat required,D 

is the distillate molarflow rate,Cpv is the constant pressure heat capacity ofthe vapor 
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phase,Cpi is the constant pressure heat capacity ofthe liquid phase,Hyap,is the enthalpy 

ofvaporization 

Tcoolant-293K 

(1 mol/s)(3600s/hr)
D=Voperating/(1+R)= =3285 moles/hr,whereR is the reflux ratio. 

(1+(10)) 

andVoperating is the operating vapor molarflow rate 

Cpv= 114.8 J/molK,Cpi=180J/molK,Hvap = 40,000 J/molfrom NIST Chemistry 

WebBookforIPA 

Q-(3285mol/hr)(l14.8J/mol K)(396.25K-356.3K)+(3285mol/hr)(40,000J/mol) 

+(3285mol/hr)(180J/mol K)(356.3K-293K)=183,889 kJ/hr= 174,327 Btu/hr 

Q=UA(T,n-Tout),A=Q/U(T,n-Tout),whereU is the heattransfer coefficient,A is heat 

exchanger area,T,n is the temperature ofthe distillate entering the heatexchanger,and 

Tout is the temperature ofthe distillate exiting the heatexchanger 

U=50Btu/hr °F,assuming water coolant with Peters&Timmerhaus estimates 

on p.660 

(T.n-Tout)=(396.25K-293K)=(253.58“F-68°F)= 186°F 

174,327Btu/hr
A= =19ft2 

(50Btu/hrft^'’F)(186°F) 
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Dip-Coating Thickness Calculations From Withdrawal Rate Data 

Film Thicknesses were derived using an empiricalform ofthe analytical equation 

presented in work by VmeetLasrado(1998).The analyticalform presented in Vineet 

2/3\0.944(//FJ 
Lasrado’s thesis was:tfilm 

Pth A(cry^Pg)1/2 

Where C is solution-loading factor, pis density ofprecursor solution, p^^ is the density 

ofthe crystalline LaAlOs,O is surfacetension ofprecursor solution,:is the viscosity of 

the precursor solution,Vw is the withdrawal velocity,g is the gravitational constant,and 

tfiim is film thickness 

An empiricalform ofthis equation was made by combining all the property constants 

into one constant,a,which can be determined empirically from data presented in 

Lasrado’s work.The variable,Vw,is still keptto it’s form. 

Thereby,that empirical equation is: 

tfilm ~ n(Vw)
2/3 

Where a is a constant with units A/(cm min)^'^^,Vw is given in(cm/mm),and tfiim is 

given as A 

Datafrom Lasrado(1998):tfiim = 1200 A at withdrawal rate=3cm/min 

Solving the empirical equation for a based on data yields a=576.9 A/(cm min)2/3 

Thus,the empirical equation is given the form tfiim =5769(Vw)2/3 
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This was determined from the following figure. 

Thm-film Thickness vrs Velocity 

14000 

12000 

1000G 

0 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 

velocity(cm/min) 

LaAlO^ Dip-Coater Line Speed Calculation 

Minimum Continuous Production Rate For All Lines: 5.27m/min 

(Which is equivalent to 2,769,231 m / year of 10cm wide tape produced non-stop to produce 

27,000,000 m / year of 1 cm wide producttape at full plant capacity) 

Assume Vw=10cm/min 

tf„„,=576.9(10)2/3=2,680 A 

NumberofDip Coating Units(1 Unit Consists of 1 Pyrolyzer& 1 Coater) 

Example:LaAlOs 

Film Thickness 10,000 A Deposited Amountper Coater.2,680 A 
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Vw=10cm /min 

10,000
#Dip Coating Units m Series(per line)= «4 

2,680 

Total Process Time=Uptime+Downtime 

Uptime=(10cm/ min)*(1000 m/spool)*(0.01 m/cm)= 10,000 min 

Downtime was assumed as 120 min per spool 

Total Process Time=10,120 min 

(365*24*60min/year)
Yield per line= 52spools/ year

(10,120min/spool) 

(2,769,231 m/year)
#Lines Required= »54 

(1,000m/spool) 

Assume:3lines m parallel can be run through one coating imit 

(54{#lines})(4{#CoatersIn Series))
#Dip Coating Units= 72 

(3{#linesin parallel}) 

Retort Furnace System Sizing 

Basis 

Mimmum Continuous Production Rate For All Lines: 5 27m/mm 

Maximum Length per Charge per Furnace Unit. 3km or3spools 

Assumed Loading/Unloading Time of120 min(Includes heating&eooling downtime 

for parts) 

LaAlO^ Crystallization 
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Process Time: 60 min for crystallization+120min loading 

/unloading= 180mm total 

Length per Charge=(5.27 m/min)*(180mm)=948m 

#ofUnits=948/3,000 « 1 

YBCO Crystallization 

Process Time: 1740 min for crystallization+ 120mm 

loading/unloading= 1860 min total 

Length per Unit per Charge=(5.27 m / min)*(1860 min)=9802m 

#ofUnits=9802/3,000 «4 

Raw Material Price Scaling 

Aluminum Sec-Butoxide 

1999-2000 Alpha Aesar Catalog Prices 0.5 kg $28.30 

2.0 kg $63.00 

Unit Price vrs.Quantity 

$6000 

$5000 

g $4000 

£
•c 

$3000 
3 $2000 

$1000 

$000 

05 07 09 11 13 15 17 19 

Quantity(kg) 
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Power-Senes Regression Model Based On Data 

-04227UnitPrice=42.224(Quantity) 

-04227UnitPnce=42224(3,339) =$1.37/kg=$0.62/lb 

Copper(ID Methoxide 

1999-2000 Alpha Aesar Catalog Prices 0.001 kg $14.00 

0.025 kg $195.00 

UnitPrice vrs. Quantity 

$16,00000 p 
$14,00000 

$12,00000 
o
u $10,00000 
a. $8,00000 - -
■s 

3
s $6,00000 -

$4,00000 — 

$2,00000 

$000 — 

0 001 0 006 0 011 0 016 0 021 

Quantity (kg) 

Power-Series Regression Model Based On Data 

-0 1817Unit Price = 3990(Quantity) 

-0 1817Unit Price = 3990(3,257) = $918/kg = $417/lb 

Labor Estimation 

Working Hours Per Year Per Employee. 1792 (Chapman, 1998) 

Average Salary Per Employee: $25.00 (Chapman, 1999) 
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Shift Workers 

Duty #employees per shift 

Nickel Processing Operator 1 

Precursor Processing Operator(YBCO&LaAlOs) 1 

Retort Furnaces Operator 1 

Dip Coating Units Operator 5(1 operator per 50 lines) 

Passivation& Slitting 1 

Maintenance 3 

Shift Manager 1 

Engineer 2 

Janitorial 2 

Receiving&Shipping 2 

Materials Management 3 

LoadersAJnloaders(Spools) 8 

Shift Workers=31 

Total Shift Workers-(31)*(24*65 hrs)/(1792 working hours per employee)=152 

Nonshift Workers 

Secretary&Accountants 2 

Purchasing 2 

Plant Manager 1 

Total Workers=157 
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Annual Labor Cost minus=(157)*($25.00/hour)*(1792 working hours)=$7,010,000 

{Minus fringe benefits) 
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